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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with methods of realizing wide-band amplifiers and high

speed voltage comparators in a ly.m NMOS process. Three amplifier and four comparator

configurations are analyzed theoretically, and based on these analyses, design curves and

equations are generated to facilitate circuit optimization. Optimized circuits for each confi

guration are compared via simulation and design trade-offs are considered. Results from

this study lead to new circuit configurations for voltage amplification and comparison. A

new amplifier configuration using active shunt feedback to obtain stable wide-band voltage

gain is proposed. This amplifier configuration is incorporated into the design of a high

speed voltage comparator. The simulated comparison rate of the proposed circuit is

highest among the eight comparators considered in this study.

A high-speed voltage comparator, a wide-band amplifier and a 50ft output buffer

have been fabricated using a lu.ro NMOS technology and tested at high frequencies. The

voltage comparator achieves 5 bits of input resolution at 750 MS/s. The amplifier has a

gain of 9dB and a bandwidth of 1.17GHz. The output buffer can deliver 12.5dBm of

power to a SOO load with a loss of 3dB and a bandwidth of 3.5GHz.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The driving force behind MOS technology has been the constant advancement in
photolithography. From a 10am-aluminum-gate NMOS process, this technology has
evolved into the 2am-polysilicon-gate CMOS process. Next generation processes will pro
duce MOS transistors with channel lengths below one micron. In addition to higher pack

ing density, these sub-micron technologies have higher switching speed because of the

improved transistor /j.

Ring oscillator delay is auseful indication of the intrinsic speed of an integrated-
circuit process. Among the different silicon technologies, NMOS has demonstrated the
fastest ring oscillator speed - 70ps, 32ps and 28ps for the lam, 0.5am and 0.35am gate
length, respectively [5] [35]. For comparable design rules, the ring oscillator speed of a
CMOS process [36] has always been a factor of two or more slower than that of the
NMOS because of the lower hole mobility of the P-channel transistor and the higher

parasitic capacitance associated with the N-well. Bipolar technology has also taken advan
tage of the improving photolithography to enhance its speed performance. Using emitter
dimension down to 0.35am, a ring oscillator delay of 30ps has been reported [4]. NMOS

and bipolar are the two silicon technology competing in the high-speed arena.

A/D, D/A converters and optical repeaters are needed for telecommunication at data
rate above 1GHz. In these applications, bipolar technology has the advantage of high

transistor voltage gain gmr0 which makes realization of analog circuits with high gain and
high accuracy possible. However, its disadvantage when compared to MOS is its finite
current gain g„rw which makes it difficult to design analog sample-and-hold at speeds
above lGS/s. Because of the requirement for analog S/H and the compatibility with exist
ing digital circuits, it may be more suitable to implement high-speed low-resolution analog
circuits such as 4-bit A/D converter and optical repeater in lam NMOS technology.

Because short-channel MOS is a relatively new technology, many of the basic circuit

functions are still dependent on further research. For example, voltage ampUfication and



comparison are two basic circuit functions that need to be studied. These functions are

essential to the implementation of A/D, D/A converters and optical repeaters. Further

more there is no general theory or design principle available in the literature that deals

with voltage comparators. This thesis reports on an investigation in the design, the speed

and the various trade-offs of wide-band amplifiers and high-speed voltage comparators in

a lam NMOS technology. The technology used to fabricate the test circuits in this report

was originally developed at Bell Laboratories, Holmdel. The technology is referred to as

SiGMOS - Silicon Gigabits-per-second NMOS technology [5]. The process flow and design

rules of the SiGMOS technology are shown in appendix A-3 and A-4 respectively.

Chapter 2 investigates the design of wide-band amplifiers. Three amplifier configura

tions are considered. They are the open-loop, the single-stage shunt feedback and the

three-stage shunt feedback. It is shown that an amplifier which employs active shunt feed

back around a single gain stage has the best speed performance. Using the SiGMOS tech

nology, wide-band voltage amplification up to 2 GHz seems feasible. Gain-bandwidth-

..products, transistor fr, and ring oscillator delay of the SiGMOS technology are also con

sidered. Finally the chapter concludes with a discussion of the trade-offs between gain,

bandwidth and gain sensitivity for the three amplifier configurations.

Chapter 3 focuses on the design of high-speed voltage comparators. Unlike opera

tional amplifiers which have feedback, voltage comparators are open-loop circuits. With

the addition of transfer gate, and analog S/H from the MOS technology, voltage compara

tor designs can have many variations; there is no general consensus as to which compara

tor configuration should give the best performance. This chapter analyzes four basic com

parator configurations - cascade of open-loop amplifiers, cascade of open-loop amplifier

with reset, pipeline of differential amplifiers and preamplifier plus regenerative latch. For

each configuration, first order design equations and curves are presented, and optimized

examples are compared in terms of sampling rate, comparison delay and power dissipa

tion. For the last two comparator configurations, its is shown that applying negative feed

back can improve the recovery time of the comparator significantly.

Chapter 4 gives experimental results to support the theories developed in the previ

ous two chapters. A 3.5GHz 50O output buffer is first described. Then a 1.17GHz, 9dB



gain wide-band amplifier is presented. This amplifier employs single-stage shunt feedback

to stablize its characteristics. The same amplifier configuration is incorporated in the

preamplifier of a high-speed voltage comparator which relies on the positive feedback

regeneration of a latch to generate the large digital signal at its outputs. This comparator

has achieved 5 bits of input resolution at 750MSte.



Chapter 2 Wide-Band Amplifiers

In this chapter, the design of wide-band amplifiers in the SiGMOS technology is con

sidered. In particular, amplifiers intended to drive only internal capacitance are considered

here because these amplifiers are to be integrated as part of a larger system on a single

chip. One example is a preamplifier of the latched comparator described in chapter 3, that

employs negative feedback to obtain stable wide-band voltage gain. Other applications

include clock input buffers, amplifiers in fiber optics repeaters, and amplifiers for high

frequency prescalers.

Three basic wide-band amplifier configurations are considered here in detail. They

are the open-loop amplifiers in section 2.1, the single-stage active shunt feedback amplifier

in section 2.3, and the three-stage active shunt feedback amplifier in section 2.4. Each

amplifier design has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, the open-loop amplif

ier has the lowest power dissipation among the three amplifier designs, but poor frequency

response and poor amplifier gain stability. The single-stage active shunt feedback amplifier

on the other hand has the highest frequency response among the three, but only moderate

gain stability. Finally the three-stage active shunt feedback amplifier has the best gain sta

bility but only moderate frequency response.

Section 2.2 defines the normalized gain-bandwidth product as a figure of merit in

the performance evaluation of different amplifier designs. The relationship between gain-

bandwidth product, transistor fj and ring oscillator delay are also considered in this sec

tion. Finally in section 2.5, sensitivities of the three types of amplifier are considered and

conclusions are drawn based on amplifier performance.



2.1 Open Loop Amplifiers • Inverter and Source Follower

2.1.1 Depletion Mode Inverter

DC Biasing and Other Considerations

The depletion mode inverter, shown in figure 2.1 has been used extensively in digital

systems as a logic inverter. This section investigates the possibilities and the problems of

using this simple circuit as small signal amplifier within a larger integrated circuit.

By cascading these inverters in series, we can achieve large voltage gain. The a.c.

equivalent circuit of such a cascade resembles that of the bipolar amplifier proposed by

Gilbert [1]. The success of these bipolar openloop amplifiers [9] is mainly due to the well

behaved exponential characteristic of the bipolar transistor and the good matching proper

ties of the bipolar process. On the other hand, short channel MOS transistors are plagued

with non-idealities and short channel effects. These problems when compounded with tem

perature and process variations, may render the inverter unacceptable in applications

where gain stability is of concern. In whichcase, negative feedback amplifiers presented in

section 2.3 and 2.4 should be used.

In figure 2.1, an active load is used instead of a resistive load because in most digital

NMOS technologies, well characterized resistors are not available. A 5V supply is

assumed because a higher supply voltage would induce hot electron currents ( since Vdd

can appear across the drain-source of the short-channel transistor under large input signals

) which in turn causes long term reliability problems [2]. The use of a 5V supply and

active load impose constraints in circuit designs.

To achieve high frequency response and low sensitivity to processing variations, the

following design ( summarized in table 2-1 ) is proposed. This design is based on an

inverter aspect ratio -^ of 1. Conventional NMOS logic inverters, usually have a-^

ratio between 2 to 4, because the enhancement and depletion thresholds are fixed at 0.7V
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Fig. 2.1 Depletion-mode inverter.

Vdd

MD
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•o Vout

We
ME —

Le

GND

Design Parameters

Vdd +5V

Vss -5V

Wd W

Ld 1um

We W

Le 1um

Vtd -1.5V

Vte 1V

Table 2.1 Summary of Depletion Mode
Inverter Design.
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and -3V respectively in a conventional technology, and the inverter ratio is chosen such

that Vol is below the enhancement threshold to ensure good noise margins. In the SiG

MOS technology, an alternative approach was taken, such that the inverter ratio is fixed

at 1 and the threshold voltages are optimized so that the dc transfer curve goes through

the point where Vjjv=Votfr=2.5V. This way, noise-margin high is approximately equal to

noise-margin low. We will show that the "one-one" design improves speed performance

and lowers amplifier sensitivities to processing variations.

In the one-one design, frequency response is improved because parasitic edge capaci

tance at the output node is minimized. Consider a typical layout of the inverter shown in

figure 2.2. In this layout, the edge capacitor at the output node is only 10 microns long

and it does not scale with the inverter width W. Therefore by making W large, edge

capacitance can be made neglectable compared to other loading capacitances. Measured

values of the different capacitors in the SiGMOS technology are summarized in table A-1

in the appendix. Using these data and assuming W equals lOjxm, the gate capacitance of

the following stage is calculated to represent only about 40% of the total capadtive load

ing at the output; therefore minimizing edge and junction capacitance is essential for high

frequency operation.

The one-one design also improves control of the amplifier dc gain against processing

variations. The dc gain of the amplifier is given by

T7 = -*•• (2-D

where

*-('•"•••£]
For the MOS transistor, transconductance is proportional to device width W, and output

resistance is proportional to ~, therefore by making Wg = Wp, the gain of the amplifier

is insensitive to overetch during the field oxide cut that defines the device width.
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Fig. 2.2 Typical layout of a depletion-mode inverter.
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To achieve wide bandwidth, the transistor should be operated in the high transcon

ductance region because the transistor fj is -jjj^-' Figure A-1 shows the I-V characteris-

tics of a 0.95 micron gate length MOS transistor. Because of velocity saturation, its

characteristics deviate from ideal square law, and the measured gm curve in figure A-2

saturates at high Vcs-Vy. To operate at 90% of maximum gmt a Vgs-Vj of 1.5V is

chosen as the desired bias point. Biasing the transistor at higher Vcs-Vr would not

improve speed performance but would increase power dissipation, degrade output resis

tance and above all, lower the gain of the transistor.

Once the desired Vgs-Vj is chosen at 1.5V, and the inverter ratio is set to 1, the

enhancement and the depletion thresholds are optimized in die following manner. The

measured saturation current for the transistor in figure A-2 shows that at Vcy-Vr higher

than 1.5V, Msat versus Vcs-Vr can be approximated by a straight line.

buitE- *£W£(Vgse-V7E-0.45) (2.2)

and

bsatD* ^^(VGSD-Vro-O.45] (2.3)

for the enhancement and the depletion devices respectively, and kE~kD~&0\*A/V. Since

lDsaE=lDsaD and Vgsd=0 in figure 2.1, we have

Vcse-Vte ~{-VW-0.45)^. +0.45 (2.4)

If We^Wq, equation 2.4 reduces to

VcsE-VTE=-Vm

which implies that the desired Vgs~Vt of the E-device is governed by only one process

variable, the depletion threshold. Since the desired Vgs-Vt » 1-5V, Vtd should equal

-1.5V. In order for the inverter to be dc cascadable, the desired operating point is

V/n=Vow=2.5V. Since V/v=Vgse, according to equation 2.4 Vte equals IV.
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The simulated dc transfer curve is plotted along with the dc gain in figure 2.3. The

maximum gain point occurs at Vo=2.5V because the output resistance R in equation 2.1 is

maximized when VflSE=V*ZHD=2.5V. Measured device output resistance versus Vds is

shown in figure A-3. For the one-one inverter design if we choose the dc operating point

at V^=V<xr=2.5V, we have the following desirable properties:

1. maximum dc voltage gain,

2. dc cascadable,

3. the enhancement transistor operates at 90% of its maximum /r and

4. dc gain and bias point is insensitive to variation in device width.

Small Signal AC Analysis

A first order analysis of the small signal equivalent circuit in figure 2.4 shows that

the transfer function of the inverter has a real pole and a zero.

where

and

^•-^[il^^J] (25)

R='obW'odWj^

CgS ~ CgSE+CgsdE

Cgd = Cgde^Cgdok

C/ = Cbi+Csbo+CdbB+Cgdo+C&tolD

dn is the input capacitance of the next stage. Cgsok and Cgdoig are the source and drain

overlap capacitances of transistor Me in figure 2.1, respectively. CgSE and Cgjg are the

.small signal gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitance of transistor Me when it is
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operating in the saturation region. Other capacitances used in equation 2.5 are defined

accordingly. Figure A-6 and table A-1 summarized the measured device and parasitic

capacitances.

A word on the symbol convention for circuit elements (especially capacitances)

adopted in this thesis is approapriate at this point. The lower case subscripts g, s, d, and b

refer to the gate, the source, the drain and the bulk of a MOS transistor respectively. The

subcript ol for a capacitor means overlap capacitance. A upper case subscript refers to a

particular transistor named in the figure being considered. For example, Cgdoig refers to

the gate-to-drain overlap capacitance of transistor Me in figure 2.1.

The pole has a magnitude equal to the reciprocal of the output RC time constant,

and the zero which is due to the feed forward capacitor Cgd, has a magnitude higher than

the fr of the transistor. Substituting measured values into equation 2.5, the calculated pole

magnitude is 800MHz, the inverter gain is 4.5, and the unity gain frequency is 3.6GHz.

These calculated values agree well with the simulated results in figure 2.5, which shows

the magnitude and phase response of the inverter when driving an identical inverter with

W=20p.m.

Referring to figure 2.4, the input impedance is

,{s) - (

Cgs+Cgd

1

1+gmK—J SllI 8m 1
[l+**[C/+Carfj]

(2.6)

At low frequencies, the input impedance is capacitiveand the equivalent capacitance is

C* =Cjt+Cjtf(l+fmft) (2.7)

where the term fl+g^Rj represents the Miller multiplication factor. For the present

design. gmR is 4.5, therefore Miller capacitance can be a considerable part of the total

loading capacitance. Figure 2.6, the simulated input capacitance of the amplifier

(W=20\im)t agrees with equation 2.6. The simulated low frequency input capacitance per
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micron of gate width is about 3/F/p.m.

Disadvantages

Potentially, the simple depletion inverter can be used as a small signal amplifier to

drive internal capacitance; unfortunately this circuit has many disadvantages:

1. The gain is proportional to device gmr0 therefore it is sensitive to temperature varia

tions. r0 is especially sensitive to variations in channel length and punch-through

implant.

2. The gain of the circuit is approximately equal to ssks- and cannot be varied controll-

ably by device ratioing in the layout without losing some of the advantages men

tioned earlier.

3. The dc bias voltage for the gate of transistor Me has to track with variations in thres

hold voltages since Vgse=Vtt-Vtd. V> in a NMOS process can vary by as much as

±100mV from wafer to wafer.

4. A cascade of these inverters would suffer gain-bandwidth shrinkage since each stage

has a single-pole response, making it unsuitable for high gain applications at high

frequencies.

Because of these disadvantages, the inverter is only useful in some non-critical appli

cations such as clock buffers and output drivers. In more demanding situations, negative

feedback ( section 2.3 and 2.4 ) has to be incorporated to improve overall amplifier per

formance.
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2.1.2 Source Follower

DC Biasing and Other Considerations

Another type of open loop amplifier to be considered is the source follower shown in figure

2.7. This amplifier has only current gain which is suitable for driving capadtive load, and its vd

tage gain is less than 1. Its counterpart in bipdar technology is the emitter follower which is com

monly used for levd shifters and output drivers in circuits such as ECL, operational amplifiers,

etc. In GaAs techndogy, the source follower is used extensively to drive 50ft transmission lines

and to perform level shifting in depletion mode GaAs logic. In this section we will investigate

using this circuit in the MOS techndogy to drive capadtive loads.

Again based on an aspect ratio -~ of 1, the design of the source follower is summarized in

table 2.2. As in the case of the inverter, the one-one design minimizes parasitic capacitances at the

output node and improves frequency response. Biasing point and dc gain of the circuit is also sta-

•blized against variations in deviceW. The dc vdtage gainof the source follower is

v/ " l+g«l*o ^

where

*o =roiWoiW-^

Substituting the measuredsmall signal device parameters in appendix A-1 into equation2.8, the dc

vdtage gainis 0.78. The simulated dc transfer curveand dc gainof the source follower are plotted

in figure 2.8. Notice that the transfer curve alsogoes through the point Vjy= Vow=2.5V. Apply

equation 2.3 to the source follower in figure 2.7, and assuming both transistors in saturation and

JVl=lV2, we have

VlN-VoUT = Vcsi

= VjdI-VtdZ

=Vn>pfc-7.5V " Vro|va-5V

Sincebody effect is small in shortchannd devices, Vjy- Vow k approximatdy 0V (refer to figure

A-4). This design is intended to achieve current gain with no dc levd shift. Level shifting is not
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Vdd

Vin f Ml £

oVout

W2

rfM2 TZ

GND

Fig. 2.7 Source follower.

Design Parameters

Vdd +5V

Vss -5V

W1 W

L1 1um

W2 W

L2 1um

Vtd -1.5V

Table 2.2 Summary of Source Follower Design
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called in a E/D NMOS technology because the inverteris dc cascadable.

The desired dcoperating point of miscircuit is again at Vy?v= Vour=2.SV making it dccas

cadable either to itself or to the inverter amplifier in the previous section. Vgsi-Vtdi is 1*5V,

thus gm of transistor M\ is at 90% of its maximum value.

Small Signal AC analysis

The small signal equivalent circuit of figure 2.7 is shown in figure 2.9 where

and

Cl = Cioad+Csbi+Cdbi+Cgd2+Cgdol2

cgd = Cgdx+Cgdoti

Co* - Cgti+C,-gs gsi^^gsoli

(2.9)

The symbol convention for circuit elements here is similar to those in equation 2.5. The subscripts

1 and 2 refer to transistor M\ and Mi in figure 2.7. This equivalent circuit is based on the

hybrid-ir model and can be easily transformed tothe Y-parameter equivalent circuit in figure 2.10.

Y-parameter representation is especially convenient when analyzing circuits with two port shunt-

shunt feedback. By definition,

I'll Yn
Y21 Y721N

where

rn-il.
v2

** VI

Vj-0
='[Cgs+Cgd]

ivi-o " ~sCgs

V2-0
8m-*Ct8*

K22=-£
«2 w° ,c'+ih+*"'+sC»

(2.10)
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Fig. 2.9 Small signal equivalent circuit of source follower.
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Using the Y-parameter representation, the circuit frequency response is calculated by setting

i*2=0 in equation 2.10 and solving for V2,

: 3M--& **>

8m

grn^o 8m

Rearranging terms in equation 2.11, we have

*"N.
where

and

'i+fi
(2.13)

C=lfe W
_ 8m

Cgs

The pole p of the transfer function depends on loading capacitor C/, and the zero z is at a fre

quency close to the device/j.

A sequence of simulationswas performedon the circuit shown in figure 2.11 where a source

follower was used to drive the one-one inverter of the previous section. The width of the inverter

was varied such that the ratio of inverter width to source follower width (-jp) of K{jj^»

"IB^^m*' ^U^^m"' ttnd "iB '̂m" were uscd "* ^^simiilation of figure 2.12. The corresponding-3dB
bandwidth of the source followers are 10GHz, 4GHz, 2GHz, and 1.5GHz respectively, and the

simulated transfer function exhibits one pole and one zero.
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The source follower is useful as a buffer to drive large on-chip capacitance from dc to fre

quencies above 1GHz. Its efficiency depends on its input capacitance. The input impedance is

defined as

£(<) fc-o u Y22 (2.14)

{

1+4
= * Cgd + CgS 1 - G-

1+7

At low frequencies, the input impedance is capadtive andthe equivalent inputcapacitance is

c4.0=C^+C^(1-G) <215)
At high frequencies, inputimpedance is also capadtive withanequivalent inputcapacitance

c4-» =Cjl/+Cg,(^Tj.) (2.16)
Simulated inputcapacitance of the source follower when driving inverters of different WjnV is plot

ted in figure 2.13. Input capacitance of the source follower at low frequencies is 0.6/F/^m, which

is in agreement with equation 2.15. At high frequencies, simulated results agree well with values

given by equation 2.16.

In summary, the source follower in figure 2.11 with -—-=1 has a voltage gain of 0.78 and

a -3dB bandwidth of 4GHz. In the SiGMOS technology, its input capacitance is 0.6fF per micron

•of gatewidth andits loading capacitance (the inputcapacitance of the inverter) is 3/F/u.m. There

fore its capacitance buffering ratio is 1:5, making it suitable in many applications such as dock

drivers and output buffers.
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2.2 Transistor frf GBW, and rd

Transistor unity gain frequency (fr), gain-bandwidth product (GBW), and ring oscil

lator stage delay (t<j) are frequently used as figures of merit for the sake of comparisons.

Care must be taken when using these figures because if we compare fr of one process to

the -y^— of another, we are comparing different quantities. In this section, we try to

define the relationship between these figures, and more importantly, to give an idea about

the speed performance of the SiGMOS technology.

In section 2.2.1, fr of a MOS transistor is defined and plotted as function of its bias

ing voltages. In section 2.2.2, GBW and Gain-bandwidth shrinkage of some open loop

amplifiers are considered. Finally in section 2.2.3 t<* for the SiGMOS process is evaluated.
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2.2.1 Transistor fr

fr is commonly defined as the frequency at which the transistor current gain 4^
l8

equals unity when the transistor is connected as shown in figure 2.14. An equivalent state

ment for fr is the frequency at which hn of the h-parameter 2 port representation equals

one.

Direct measurement of hn at high frequendes is usually difficult since a low induc

tance short circuit is difficult to realize. Generally, s-parameters are measured instead

and then convertered to hn using [3]

*21 " ^WuJ ll+lfcj +$12*21 (217)

This method requires the use of a high frequency vector network analyzer and a powerful

computer. Transistor width should be large so that C8 is much larger than package parasi-

tics. Alternatively, accurate terminations can be used to calibrate the reference planes

right up to the transistor input and output.

A simpler, but less accurate method to measure fr is to measure the small signal

transistor parameters used in Spice AC model and then calculate or simulate fr using the

equivalent circuit shown in figure 2.15. In figure 2.15, Cgi and Cgd are the total gate-to-

source and gate-to-drain capadtance of the transistor respectively. They indude the over

lap capadtance of the transistor. The accuracy of this method is limited by the validity of

the model used. By inspecting the equivalent circuit in figure 2.15,

fw - -
l8 S

8m
(2.18)

Since Cgd is usually less than Cgs,

For a ljim MOS transistor (effective channel length = l|tm) biased at Vgs~Vt=1.5V and
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Fig. 2.15 Equivalent circuit used in / calculation.
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Fig. 2.16 Transistor / versus bias voltage.
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VDS=2.5Vy measured gm from figure A-1 is SOy.A/V\Lm (SOmS/mm). Using measured

values of Cgs, Cgd, Cgx>i and Cgdoi from table A-1. fr equals 8.2GHz. ( If one considers

that overlap capadtances are extrinsic to the device and wishes to ezdude them in the cal

culation, then fr equals 10.2GHz. )

Figure 2.16 compares the simulated fr using Spice to the measured fr using s-

parameters. The dose agreement implies that the model used in Spice is accurate. Note

that fr reaches 90% of its maximum value when Vcs-Vr equals 1.5V.
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2.2.2 Gain-Bandwidth Product - GBW

GBW of the Depletion Mode Inverter

From the previous section, fr of a l\im MOS transistor is about 9 GHz. This figure

can rival the best that bipolar technology has to offer [4]. Unfortunately, parasitic capad-

tances are important in the SiGMOS technology and they degrade the speed performance

of the transistors in an integrated circuit.

Consider the gain-bandwidth product of the inverter in section 2.1 (figure 2.1). From

equation 2.5,

G = 8mR (2.20)

and

BW o f r
2tiR \Ctotal)

Therefore

8mGBW « —f*—p (2.21)
2ir \Ctotaij

Ctotal = Ci+Cgd

If the inverter is driving an identical inverter stage, equation 2.7 can be used with equa

tion 2.5 to give

(2.22)

Ctotd =Cgsg+CgSolg+ [CgdM+Cgdolg) [l+Sm^+Csto+Cdk+Cgdo+Cgdoto+Cgdg+Cgdolg

The subscripts E and D refer to transistor Me and Md in figure 2.1. C^+Cd* » the junc

tion capadtance of the output node to the silicon substrate. It consists of two components •
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an area junction capadtor and a sidewall junction capadtor. Looking at figure 2.2, the

sidewall junction capadtor does not scale with the inverter width W, whereas, all other

capadtive components in equation 2.22 do scale with W. Figure 2.17 shows the simulated

•magnitude and phase response of the inverter with four different W designs (W equals

2u.ro, Siim, lOjim and 20p,m). Using data from figure 2.17, GBW versus W is plotted in

figure 2.18. Comparing equation 2.21 to equation 2.19, we see that the combined effects

of parasitic capadtances and Miller multiplication reduce the GBW to only 45% of fr

which is 8.2GHz. Since only the sidewall junction capadtance does not scale with W, for

W larger than 10u.ro GBW approaches 3.65GHz in figure 2.18.

Gain-bandwidth Shrinkage of a Cascade of Inverters

As mentioned in section 2.1, one way to achieve small signal gain is by cascading N

identical inverters in series. If the gain is G and the -3dB bandwidth is BW for a single

inverter stage, then the overall gain for N stages is simply

G;y= GN

and the overall bandwidth is

il/2

BWn = BWw
The total gain-bandwidth product is

W"GBWN =G**BW ^2"-11 (2.24)

which is dearly larger than the gain-bandwidth product for a single stage (GBWfi. A use

ful figure of merit in multi-stage amplifier designs is to use the normalized gain-bandwidth

l

product Gn^BWn. For N stages,

NGn^BWs = GBW |2*-1 (2.25)
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Fig. 2.19 Common-drain-common-source pair.
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For N=2, normalized GBW equals 0.643xGlMV. In other words, normalized gain-

bandwidth shrinks by 36% if we cascade two single-pole amplifiers in series. In section

2.3, we will show that the normalized GBW of a feedback amplifier can approach GBW\.

GBW of a CD-CS Pair

In bipolar technology a cornmon-coUector-common-emitter configuration is used as a

composite device to improve the input impedance and current gain of the bipolar transis

tor. The equivalent configuration in the MOS technology is the common-drain-common-

source (CD-CS) pair shown in figure 2.19. This configuration is useful because the input

capadtance of the composite connection is reduced as given by equation 2.14. By combin

ing equation 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, 2.13, and 2.15 , the transfer function of the CD-CS pair has

two poles and two zero.

-HI-
-8mRG

*2

1+ AJ[1+A
(2.26)

where

ii =
8m\

Cgsi*Cgsoli

-2 =
8ntE

CgdE*' Cgdola

PI =
8m\

CgSl+Cgsdi+Csbi+Cdbi+Cgd2+Cgdol1+CgSB+CgSo!g+ [Cgds^Cgdolg) (l+Sm*)

P2 = c^+c^£+c^+c^+c^D+cgdwi)+cSrf1+cfidw1+ [Cgsi+Cgsoi^ (i-g)

The subscripts E, D, 1 and 2 refer to those transistors in figure 2.19. G and R are defined

in equation 2.12 and 2.5 respectively. Qualitatively, i\ is at the transistor fr, r_ can be

neglected, pi is near GBW\ (equation 2.21) and pi is somewhat less than GBW\ depending
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on the value of R. DC gain of the CD-CS pair is &-RXG, which is equal to 3.5

(4.5x0.78). The -3dB bandwidth of the composite pair is harder to determine since there

are two interacting poles in the transfer function. So relying on computer simulation, the

transfer function for the CD-CS pair is plotted in figure 2.20. Hie simulated -3db

bandwidth is at 1.5GHz, therefore the GBW of the CD-CS stage is 5.4GHz. Because this

1
is a two-stage amplifier, the normalized gain-bandwidth product is Gi'BWi, which equals

2.8GHz. The fact that this is less than the GBW of the inverter (3.65GHz) means that the

CD-CS stage is not very effective in trading power dissipation for small signal bandwidth

as compared to other circuit technigues such as feedback. Since the frequency response of

a CD-CS pair has a single-pole roll off characteristic at frequencies between p\ and pi, it

can be considered as a single-stage inverter with effective GBW product at 5.4GHz. This

is analogous to the concept of composite transistor in bipolar circuit designs [7]. It is

shown in section 2.3.2 that the use of the CD-CS configuration (together with feedback)

can extend the bandwidth of feedback amplifiers.
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2.2.3 Ring Oscillator Stage Delay • rd

Ring oscillator stage delay, t„, is the most common figure of merit in current use. It

indicates the speed performance of the technology and the delay in digital circuits. Its

popularity arises from the fact that it is relatively easy to measure accurately. At this

time, the best reported value for rd on silicon is in NMOS technology [35] where a -4 of

28ps has been achieved with 0.35um channel length MOS transistors. However, Si-bipolar

technology is rapidly improving with the fastest ring osillator speed reported at 30ps for

an emitter window of 0.35p.m wide [4].

To obtain an analytical closed form solution for -4 is not a trivial task because the

ring oscillator is a non-linear circuit. Recently, Bayruns et al. [6] have attempted a solu

tion based on a system of piece-wise linear approximations. The mathematics used in the

derivation is quite involved, so only the final result is repeated here for reference.

u=cJQjlr +0.5 [2NMiyaC'nY2 (2-27)
where C0, Cin and Cout are the total capacitance at the output of the first stage, the input

of the second stage, and the output of the second stage respectively. NM1 and NMO are

the high and low noise margins respectively. /' is approximately the current of the load

device.

The easiest way to estimate -4 is to perform a transient analysis on computer. A

simulated output is shown in figure 2.21 for a five stage ring oscillator with inverter width

W of 10p.m. The simulated stage delay of 74ps compares well with our measured ring

oscillator stage delay of 70ps. From the previous section, GBW\ of an inverter is about

3.6GHz, and transistor fr is 9 GHz. Using these values, we find

fr*2.SGBWi~£}^ (2.28)

Equation 2.28 is only valid for the SiGMOS technology using one-one inverter design. In
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general, it is necessary to know the DC transfer characteristics of die inverter before one

can work out the relationship between fr and rd by using equation 2.27 and 2.19.
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2.3 Single-Stage Active Shout Feedback

The open loop amplifiers discussed in section 2.1 are suitable for some non-critical

on-chip applications. Unfortunately, their disadvantages (especially 1 and 2 in section 2.1)

render them useless in many situations. This section investigates the use of negative feed

back around one gain stage to improve amplifier characteristics.

Negative feedback is widely used in amplifier design since it improves amplifier sta

bility against temperature and processing variations, and extends amplifier bandwidth [7].

If the feedback elements are linear, such as resistors and capacitors, distortion in the

amplifier is also reduced. In this section we introduce an amplifier that employs non

linear or active feedback to improve amplifier bandwidth and stability [10]. Linearity is

not our primary concern here because the assumed input signal is a binary digital

waveform with small amplitude. The amplifier can drive only on-chip capadtance and is

intended to be a part of a larger LSI system. Specifically, this amplifier is used as the

preamplifier of the high speed voltage comparator discussed in section 3.4.
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2.3.1 Single-Stage Feedback Configurations

Single-stage feedback, sometimes known as local feedback, is an important concept

in feedback amplifier design. One virtue of local feedback is that the amplifier is free

from oscillation problems because the feedback is applied locally and the phase shift

around the loop is much less than 180 degrees at frequencies where loop gain is larger

than one. La some multi-stage feedback amplifier designs [8], local feedback is embedded

within multiple feedback loops to improve phase margins and frequency response charac

teristics.

Only two feedback configurations are possible around a single transistor. They are

the local series feedback and the local shunt feedback shown in figure 2.22. A local series

feedback stage functions as a transconductance amplifier because both its input and output

impedance are increase by the loop gain. From standard theory [7], overall transconduc

tance Gm is

__.

V* lj-0 1 + ^series

where the series feedback loop gain is

8ml

*series ~ Sml^s

(2.29)

On the other hand, a local shunt feedback stage is a transresistance amplifier since the

loop gain serves to reduce both its input and output impedance.

__*£.
'« j-0 i +

* shunt

where the shunt feedback loop gain is

1 +
gmlRf

1 + fr"!*/
gmlRol

(2.30)
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One means of obtaining voltage gain is to use the local series feedback stage to drive

the local shunt feedback stage. This configuration minimizes interactions between the two

stages because the output impedance of the transconductance stage is high while the input

impedance of the transresistance stage is low. For such a cascade,

vo __ • 8mi Rf mu

Tshurtt

If Tseries and Tskmt **c much larger than one, the overall voltage gain of the amplifier

approaches -J-, and the amplifier response has all of the improved characteristics men

tioned earlier from using linear negative feedback.

Unfortunately, this configuration suffers from three major problems in the SiGMOS

technology.

1. The series feedback loop gain Turia may not be large, because in equation 2.29, gm

is small (80 mS/mm). If we make Rs large instead, voltage drop across Rs becomes

too large. To demonstrate this, note that

Tseries ~ 8m^s » 1

Together with equation 2.2, this implies

Idsatfls >:> j
[Vgs-Vt-0.45J

and therefore

VS » iDsatfls » (VGS-Vr-O.45)

Since Vqs-Vt is 1.5V, Vj should be much larger than IV in order for the series

feedback to be effective. In general, source degeneration in MOS is not as effective

as emitter degeneration in bipolar.
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2. The shunt feedback loop gain T^-, is also relatively small, because the term gmR0 in

equation 2.30 is approximately equal to £m|'oDllrc£'ll-~—1> which is about 4.5. If
I gmbD J

we use typical values in equation 2.30, the calculatedvalue for 7&ut i* about 1.

3. The fabrication of the resistors may contribute unnecessary complications to the

existing SiGMOS process,' because thin film resistors of the right sheet resistivity are

not available.

Because of low loop gain factors, the amplifier gain does not approach -J-> and a

better solution using active shunt feedback is proposed instead. In figure 2.23, transistor

M\ is the transconductance stage, transistor Mi together with feedback transistor M/ form

the second transresistance stage. The dc voltage gain is given by

Vg. = 8ml
Vi 8mf 1 +

as

where Tas, the loop gain of the transresistance stage, is

Tas =gmlRolgrrf *«-H gt

(2.32)

and R0\ and R0i are defined in equation 2.34. By expanding terms in equation 2.32, we

have

r -1

Tas — SmlRol 1 +

*"*£_
(2.33)

J

If To, is much larger than 1, dc voltage gain of the active shunt feedback configuration

should approach ~-^-. Since the transconductances of two MOS devices fabricated in dose
8mf

proximity are expected to track each other, the gain of the amplifier is stablized against

variations in temperature and processing conditions. By using active feedback, difficulties

1 and 3 mentioned above are solved, whereas problem 2 still exists but the situation is

slightly better. Comparing equation 2.32 to 2.30, we see that Tas» larger than Tskmf This
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is because the drain of Mi is only loaded by R0\ and not by Rj as in the former case. Sub

stituting uOT2^o2=4.56, JjmiR0i=4 and -f^^T -1 elation 2.33 gives Tat=1.65. If we
o ml *

used the same values in equation 2.30 and assume gm2Rf==8miRf=$* 7__«i=1.18.

Since Tasi» low, the temperature coefficient of die active shunt feedback amplifier is

only slightly better than that of the open loop amplifier. If better gain stability is needed,

the circuit should be improved to provide more loop gain. This approach is investigated in

section 2.4 where active shunt feedback around three stages is applied.

In summary, the active shunt feedback amplifier has three advantages over an open

loop amplifier.

1. The dc gain can be controlled by the ratio 4^-s which is set by the width of two
8mf

devices in the layout.

2. The open loop gain of the amplifier can be traded for bandwidth with the use of

feedback.

3. Peaking response can be selectively introduced in a cascade of these feedback amplif

iers to reduce gain-bandwidth shrinkage.
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2.3.2 Small Signal AC Analysis of Active Shunt Feedback

To analyze the frequency response of the active shunt feedback amplifier, refer to

the ac equivalent circuit in figure 2.24 where all important parasitic capacitances are

included. Replacing the transistors with their hybrid-ir model, figure 2.25 is generated. If

we use the Y-parameter representation in figure 2.10 for transistor M/t figure 2.25

reduces to figure 2.26, where

Cin = Cgsi+Cgsoll (2.34)

Cl = Cji+Cgs2+Cgso!2

Cf = Cgsf+Cgs<#+Cgd2+Cgdor2+Cc

Cl = Ctoad+Cjl+Cgdotf

ROI =*-IM fljy

and

Ro2 = r0i

The AC transfer function is given by

1-i
H|a J. ' 1 (2.35)
Vi K) as2 + bs + c v '

<"-t

where
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Fig. 2.25 Equivalent circuit of ASF-amp.
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Fig. 2.26 Simplified equivalent circuit of ASF-amp.
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b = !&[£& +*&<"»<+<**)
C =

8mf

8ml

„ _ 8m2

1 + --- k+-Ml8m2Ro2 { SnfRoljj

At low frequencies (s=0), the dc gain is

G= 4

8ml

8mf
1+ ___f1+___ll-1

8m2Ro2 [ SmfRol) I

(2.36)

which is identical to equation 2.32. The amplifier asymptotic bandwidth is defined as

a

(

8mf8m2 1+—«W—11+-—X-
8m2Ro2 I SmlRol

ClC2 Ci Ci

Combining equations 2.36 and 2.37, the normalized gain-bandwidth product is

Vc XBW = V —

8ml8m2

C1C1 i+J_-+£_
Ci Ci

If -J- and ~J- are much smaller than 1,
Ci Ci

^GxBW ~ ^y gmlgm2

(2.37)

(2.38)
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which implies that the amplifier normalized gain-bandwidth product approaches that of the

single-stage inverter (GBW{), and the speed performance of the amplifier has reached the

theoretical maximum for a two stage amplifier design.

• In equation 2.35, the two quadratic roots in the denominator are given by

,tf=-**^P^ (2.39)

The amplifier is stable as long as the poles stay in the left-half s-plane of the root locus

plot. In equation 2.35, coefficients a and b are always positive; therefore the real part of

pi,2, which is -^j-, is negative. This implies the amplifier is unconditionally stable.

The root locus is plotted qualitatively in figure 2.27. As Tas increases the two poles

become complex and move towards the j<a axis, and as C/ increases, the poles move

towards the negative real axis following a semi-circular locus [11]. By controlling the

designed value of C/, the positions of the two complex poles can be adjusted such that the

amplifier can have different types of response functions. Some well known response func

tions are the Bessel response, the Butterworth response and the Elliptic response.

Complete Circuit Implementation and Simulation Results

To illustrate the effects of active shunt- feedback, computer simulations are used to

evaluate the circuits shown in figure 2.28a and b. Each circuit is assumed to drive a capa

dtive load equal to its own input capadtance.

Figure 2.28a shows the complete schematics of the active shunt feedback amplifier

(referred to as ASF-amp), where transistor Mi, Mi and A// correspond to those in figure

2.23. A/3-A/4 are depletion current sources to provide internal dc biasing. From simula

tion results, no Cc is needed to suppress peaking in the frequency response, therefore Ce

equals 0 in equation 2.34. The simulated dosed-loop frequency response of the ASF-amp

is compared to its open-loop response in figure 2.29 (open-loop response is generated by

connecting the gate of M/ to a dc source instead of to the output) which dearly demon

strates the effect of exchanging gain for bandwidth in the ASF-amp. The -3dB bandwidth
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lm

9—plane

Re—O

Fig. 2.27 Root locus of active shunt feedback amplifier.
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12/1 1.5/1 Vdd 12/1

H[ll3 Mf]| iffl>
o Vo

Ci

Ci

Vtn lOt
12/1 1.5/1 GND 12/1

Fig. 2.28a Active shunt feedback amplifier (ASF-amp).

Vdd
12/1 1.5/1 12/1 12/1 12/1

H |[M3 MfJ

Ci
It"

d_
M4

i*>
•cVo

^HLVin»—H Ml

»*5D|-H|[M8
c M2

dtl"
12/1 1.5/1 12/1 ^ 12/1 12/1

GND

Fig. 2.28b Buffered active shunt feedback amplifier (BASF-amp).
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of the ASF-amp is extended to 1.75GHz while the open-loop bandwidth is only 600MHz.

The simulated loop gain is 1.69 which is dose to the value given by equation 2.33. The

simulated dc gain is 4.4. Since there are two gain stages in the ASF-amp, the normalized

gain-bandwidth product (Gi*BW2) is 3.6GHz which approaches the value of GBWi of a

single-stage inverter (section 2.2.2). This result is predicted by equation 2.38 of the previ

ous section. The amplifier has a -40dB per decade roll-off at high frequencies and a

unity-gain frequency at 3.9GHz.

From equation 2.37, the ASF-amp bandwidth is inversely proportional to Ci and C^

One way to reduce C\ and Ci is by using source followers to buffer loading capadtance

from the two high impedance nodes. This is illustrated in the circuit shown in figure 2.28b

where transistors M^-Mg are added to the original ASF-amp in figure 2.28a. The circuit

in 2.28b will be referred to as the Buffered Active Shunt Feedback amplifier or BASF-

amp. The penalty for adding source followers in the feedback loop is that the dc loop

gain is lowered. Similar to equation 2.32, the dc gain of the BASF-amp is given by

where

.__. = ____

vt 8mf
Tbas

Tb" ~i+£L Sna*02 i+SL fo4J?<,lll77 j

(2.40)

The simulated result in figure 2.30 shows a slight improvement in bandwidth for the

BASF-amp over the ASF-amp. The -3dB bandwidth is inaeased to 2.6GHz while the loop

gain is decreased to 1.13. The source follower buffers reduce the dc open-loop gain of the

BASF-amp to 8.15 but extends its open-loop bandwidth to 1.2GHz. The BASF-amp has a

high frequency roll-off greater than -40dB per decade and a unity-gain frequency at

3.8GHz. The simulated dc gain is 3.8. If we calculate the normalized gain-bandwidth pro-

1
duct with N=2, Gi'BWi^SGHz which is larger than the GBW of the single-stage

inverter. The reason for this discrepancy is that the BASF-amp is really a four-stage
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amplifier ( since we have added two source followers ), and N should equal to 4 in nor-

1
malized gain-bandwidth product calculations which gives G^BW^=Z.6GHz.

The simulated dc transfer curves for the ASF-amp and the BASF-amp are plotted in

figure 2.31a and b respectively. The desired amplifier operating point is at

Vfo=Votf=2.5V*. From simulated results, the two feedback amplifiers have the same input

capadtance at 2fF/\im.

From these simulation results, it is dear that the SiGMOS technology can provide

wide-band amplifiers with low to moderate gain at frequencies up to 2GHz if active nega

tive feedback is applied. Since the normalized GBW of the two amplifiers has approached

that of a single-stage inverter, the speed performance of these amplifiers has reached the

theoretical maximum.
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Fig. 2.31a Simulated DC transfer curve and gain of ASF-amp.
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2.3.3 Noise Analysis of the Active Shunt Amplifier

This section will provide first order equations for the calculation of equivalent input

noise power density of the BASF-amp. In the MOS-m modd of SPICE, the equivalent

transistor input thermal noise voltage is given by

where 4kT equals 1.66e-20 V-C. Referring to figure 2.28c, the total referred input noise

voltage is given by

vuqT = Zlv^ + vhf (2-41)

where v^x is the equivalent amplifier input noise voltage due to the transistor Mx. By

inspection, the noise contribution of each transistor to the total input noise is given by the

following set of equations.

vlji =v? (2.42)

V&q6 - V?[G«iJ~2

v&ql =v?(G„2fyeG«i)~2

v&qS =



and

v2,9 -vS^G^G^C^eGaij

~ I"2
eqf•*(iH

-57-
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where Ga\ is the gain of the input common source stage with the negative feedback loop

disconnected at the gate of Mf, G^s is the gain of the source follower M& Gai is the gain

of the second inverter stage, and Gfj is the gain of the output source follower stage. G^e

and Gfi are given by equation 2.12. Gai is given by equation 2.1, and Ga\ is given by

The above equations for circuit noise analysis were verified using computer simula

tions. The circuit in figure 2.32 was used in the simulation where 50ft source and termina

tion resistors were assumed. Figure 2.33 is the simulated circuit noise figure versus fre

quency. A noise figure of 23dB is achieved at frequendes between 0.1GHz to 1GHz.

Table 2.4 is the Spice Noise Analysis output summary at 0.1GHz, which dearly shows

that the amplifier noise is dominated by noise generated in Mi and M3. If it is necessary

to improve the amplifier noise performance, the width of transistor M\ and A/3 must be

increased such that the — of those transistors is less than 50ft. The ASF-amp has a
8m

lower noise figure than the BASF-amp, because the added source followers in the BASF-

amp contribute noise to the signal. If the width of the transistors in the ASF-amp in figure

2.28a is increased by a factor of 100 the simulated amplifier noise figure is 6dB. This is

because the 50ft termination resistor already contributes 3dB to the noise figure. If a noise

figure of better than 3dB is desired, resistive shunt feedback at the input must be used

instead of the external 50ft resistor to provide 50ft termination.
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Fig. 2.32 Circuit used in noise analysis of BASF-amp.
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0 FREQUENCY » 1.000d*08 HZ

0«»*«, RESISTOR SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (SQ V/KZ)

RS REXT
OTOTAL 2.4384-18 2.438d-18

0**«* MOSFET SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (SO V/HZ)

M1 M3 M6 M8 M4 M2 M7
QRD 5.781d-20 1.298d-20 9.744d-21 9.530d-21 1.593d-20 3.058d-21 9.0714-22
ORS 4 296d-18 3.516d-18 6.42Sd-19 6.592d-19 1.191d-16 9.758d-19 6.001d-20Oil 1 432d-16 1 372d-16 2.067d-17 2.084d-l7 3.948d-17 3.774d-17 l.?37d-18
OFN 4!300d-17 4.216d-17 6.580d-18 6.577d-18 l.lBSd-17 1.191d-17 6.120d-19
OTOTAL 1 906d-16 1 829d-16 2.791d-17 2.608d-17 5.254d-17 5.0634-17 2.610d-lB

M9 Mf M5
ORD 8.873d-22 7.563d-22 1.140d-21
ORS 6.105d-20 6.636d-20 7.823d-20
01D 1.937d-18 1.829d-17.1.942d-17
OFN 6.119d-19 S.065d-18 6.188d-18
OTOTAL 2.611d-18 2.344d-17 2.569d-17

0..«» TOTAL OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE
0
0 TRANSFER FUNCTION VALUE:
0 V(7)/VINAC

JIVALENT INPUT NOISE AT VINAC

5.91Bd-16
2.433d-08 V,

V/HZ
T HZ

1.715d-00
1.418d-0B /RT HZEQU

03/05/85 SPICE 20.5 (10AUG81) 15J191M'

Table 2.3 Spice Noise Analysis Output Summary at 0.1GHz
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2.4 Three-Stage Active Shunt Feedback Amplifier

In section 2.3.1, it was shown that the gain stability of the ASF-amp is only slightly

better than that of the open-loop amplifiers because the loop gain is low (7^=1.62). Loop

gain can be increased by either improving the gmr0 of the transistors or by using more

than one gain stage in the feedback loop. Since gmr0 cannot be inaeased without modify

ing the process, we will examine multi-stage feedback in this section.

In bipolar technology, resistive feedback around three stages is not common among

wide-band amplifier designs because the high transistor gmr0 may result in such large loop

gain that the amplifier becomes unstable or difficult to compensate. In section 2.4.1, a

three-stage feedback configuration is proposed which employs a MOS transistor as the

feedback element. Active feedback is chosen because well defined resistors of the

appropriate values are not readily available in a NMOS digital process. Computer simula

tion results in section 2.4.2 suggest that dominant pole compensation is needed to suppress

peaking in the amplifier frequency response. This usually translates to lower amplifier

bandwidth. In some applications, the increase in gain stability may outweight the loss in

amplifier bandwidth.
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2.4.1 Three-Stage Active Shnnt Feedback

The circuit configuration of a three-stage active shunt feedback amplifier (ASFS-

amp) is shown in figure 2.34. Transistor M\ is the input transconductance stage, while

transistor M2—M4 together with feedback transistor Mf form the second tranresistance

stage. The dc gain of the amplifier is given by

where

and

Vg. = 1ml
Vi gnj

1 +
1-1

Tas3

Tas3 =gm^o28m3Ho3j^J^^gnf[Rol\fi(f)

gm2RoXm*o3ilmgjgiA
(

1 + ^
U1

|**„1**1 ***

Ro = raE\VcD\
gmbD

(2.43)

Using the values from table A-1 in the appendix, gmlRol-gn^ol^gn&RoZ-gn^o^^S

and assuming -^-=8, the calculated loop gain according to equation 2.43 is 8.3. This

value agrees with simulated results in figure 2.3 . The improved loop gain can stablize dc

gain of the ASF3-amp. Section 2.5 compares the gain sensitivity of the three types of

amplifiers mentioned thus far.
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o_|[M1 Mflh H[M2
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Vin ={=Cc

T^-t
Fig. 2.34 Three-stage active shunt feedback configuration.
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I

+

^HLM1M0h HLM2JHlm3 HI =?=Ci

12/1 1.5/1 f 12/1 f 12/1 12/1 r CND

Fig. 2.35 Three-stage active shunt feedback amplifier (ASF3-amp).

Vo
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2.4.2. Computer Simulations and Frequency Compensation

The complete circuit schematic of the ASF3-amp is shown in figure 2.35. Transistor

Mi-Af4 and M/ correspond to those in figure 2.34, and all other transistors are depletion

current sources for dc biasing. A compensation capacitor Cc is needed to suppress peak

ing in the frequency response. Since there are three gain stages, the system transfer func-

.tion should have three poles. Assuming the amplifier is driving its own input capacitance,

we use computer simulation to obtain the amplifier frequency response.

Figure 2.36 again shows the familiar gain-bandwidth-trade-off property of negative

feedback amplifiers. The -3dB bandwidth of the ASF3-amp is extended to 925MHz, while

the open-loop response of the same amplifier has only 50MHz of bandwidth. Open-loop

response is obtained by connecting the gate of Af/ to a dc voltage source in figure 2.35.

Both the -3dB and the unity-gain frequency of the ASF3-amp are lower than that of the

single-stage shunt feedback amplifier of the previous section. This loss of bandwidth is

compensated with an increase in loop gain which translates to an amplifier with better

gain stability. In some situations, gain stability requirements may outweight the need for

maximum frequency response. To demonstrate the increase in gain stability, a sequence of

simulations were performed by varying the gain of the inverter (gm^o) by ±10%. Simu

lated dc gain of the ASF3-amp in figure 2.37 changes roughly by ±2.5%. Therefore the

gain sensitivity of ASF3-amp to gjt0 i* 0.25.

The compensation scheme used in this amplifier is similar to the pole-splitting com

pensation used in conventional operational amplifiers. A single dominant pole is created

inside the loop at the gate of Af3. The designed value of Cc is 120fF, and the frequency

response peaks by 0.4dB before a -30dB roll-off at high frequencies. If the value of Cc is

varied by ±25%, peaking of the response would not exceed 1.2dB (refer to figure 2.38).

In practice, the control of Cc is better than ±25%.
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Fig. 2.36 Simulated frequency response of ASFS-amp.
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2.5 Sensitivity Analysis and Conclusion

In this chapter, we have considered three types of wide-band amplifiers. They are

the open-loop amplifiers in section 2.1 (Inverter and CD-CS cascade), the single-stage

active shunt feedback amplifiers in section 2.3 (ASF-amp and BASF-amp), and the three-

stage active shunt feedback amplifier in section 2.4 (ASF3-amp). Before comparing the

performance of these amplifiers, let us first examine their dc gain sensitivities to variations

in temperature and processing.

As temperature is increased from 23 to 100 degrees C, the measured device gm is

decreased by 20% and device r0 is increased by 13%. Therefore transistor gmr0 decreases

by about 6% in this temperature range. Besides temperature variations, device gmr0

changes due to process variations. From lot to lot, gmr0 varies by as much as ±15%. This

variation is mainly due to changes in device channel length. This figure is expected to

reduce as photolithographic control is improved in the future.

The dc gain of the inverter is given by equation 2.1 and is repeated here as

Gmv = gmRo (2.44)

where

Ro = ^cElkooll'

= 1

gmbD

The sensitivity of G^ to gmR0 is defined as

gmRo
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The dc gain of the ASF-amp is given by equation 2.32. To calculate the gain sensi

tivity of the ASF-amp with respect to loop-gain variations, we differentiate equation 2.32

with respect to T^. After rearranging terms, we have

If we neglect loading effects in the feedback loop, T<u~ \gmRA %therefore the sensitivity

Of Tas to gmR0 is

SgSto ~ 2 (2.46)

Combining equations 2.45 and 2.46, the amplifier gain sensitivity to variations in gmR0,

^"jfcl (247)
Similarly, we can use equation 2.40 and 2.43 to calculate the gain sensitivities of the

BASF-amp and the ASF3-amp respectively. Using equation 2.40 and assuming no loading

effects in the feedback loop, Ttaj~[gmRoj . Overall gain sensitivity to g„R0 of the
BASF-amp is

^"•pfcj (248)
Applying similar assumptions to equation 2.43,

^=-Ffar (2-49)
Since 7^3 is larger than Tac and Tbas> the ASF3-amp has the lowest gain sensitivity among

the four amplifiers.

If loading effects are important, we can evaluate equation 2.1, 2.32, 2.40 and 2.43

directly as function of gmR0. The four equations are plotted in figure 2.39 where -^=8
gnf

is assumed. Notice that the calculated amplifier gain at £mfl0=4.5 agrees well with the
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simulated results in section 2.3 and 2.4. Using numerical differentiation, the sensitivities

of the three amplifiers are plotted in figure 2.40 versus gmR0* Since our inverter gain is

4.5, the sensitivities of the Inverter, the ASF-amp, the BASF-amp and the ASF3-amp to

gmR0 are 1, 0.58, 0.9 and 0.2 respectively.

Table 2.4 summarizes the performance of the four amplifiers. Each amplifier has its

advantage over the others. For example, the Inverter has the lowest power consumption

because it has only a single stage. The -3dB bandwidth of the BASF-amp is highest among

the four amplifiers at 2.6GHz. Hie gain sensitivity of the ASF3-amp is lowest among the

different designs, but the normalized gain-bandwidth product is only 1.77GHz. This is

because frequency compensation is required for the ASF3-amp. The normalized gain-

bandwidth products of the ASF-amp and the BASF-amp are equal to the GBW of the

single-stage inverter.

The choice of which amplifier topology to use ultimately depends on the application.

In chapter 3, where we consider the design of high-speed voltage comparators, a pream

plifier is needed with the highest possible bandwidth but only moderate gain stability.

From table 2.4, the BASF-amp seems suitable for such an application. Indeed, it will be

shown in chapter 3 that the comparator which incorporates the BASF-amp design in its

preamplifier has the highest speed performance.
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Gain BW(chz)
•

Giy*BW
r8
OgmRo

Inverter 4.5 0.8 3.6 1

ASF—omp 4.4 1.7 3.6 0.6

BASF-amp 3.8 2.6 3.6 0.9

ASF3—omp 7.2 0.93 1.7 0.2

♦ N-1 for Inverter, N»2 for ASF-amp. N-4 for BASF-omp, N-3 for ASF3-omp.

Table 2.4 Summary of Amplifier Performances.
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Chapter 3 High Speed Voltage Comparators

This chapter focuses on the design of high-speed voltage comparators in the SiGMOS

technology. The comparators discussed here are applicable to flash A/D converters and to

optical repeaters. Some applications require a comparator with the highest comparison

rate, while others require a comparator with the shortest delay. A design that achieves

high comparison rate may not be the one that gives the shortest possible delay, and vice

versa. Since there is no design theory or principle in today's literatures that deals with

high-speed voltage comparators in general, this chapter approaches the problem by analyz

ing four basic comparator configurations. Most existing comparators should fall into one

of these four categories. For each configuration, a first order analysis of the dynamic

behavior of the circuit is presented. This analysis generates useful design equations and

curves which are used to optimize the comparator performance. In order to compare the

performance of each configuration, optimized design examples based on the four confi

gurations are simulated using SPICE with a worst-case input waveform - the previous

sample is always driven to the negative full-scale input voltage -V^ while the present

sample is either +31mV or -31mV (±lsb) around the reference voltage. This input is

equivalent to 6 bits of input resolution.

Section 3.1 discusses the design and the non-idealities of the MOS input sample-and-

hold. Section 3.2 investigates the simplest comparator configuration • a cascade of open-

loop amplifiers. Although this configuration is straight forward, its analysis is complicated

by the fact that the initial conditions are large signals and the problem cannot be assumed

linear. A non-linear simulation program that gives useful design informations about this

configuration is described in section 3.2.1. In section 3.3, the comparator configuration

presented in section 3.2 is modified by using MOS switches to reset the node voltages to

zero in every clock cycle. In this case, the zero-state response can be obtained by Laplace

transforms. Closed form solutions are derived for the two cases where the gain per stage

is either finite or infinite. In section 3.4, a comparator configuration based on pipelined

processing is described. Here, real-time delays are traded for high comparison rate.
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Section 3.5 presents an analysis of a simple MOS latched comparator which is similar in

configuration to the popular latched comparator in bipolar technology [30]. Two improved

designs relying on the positive feedback regeneration in the latch are then described.

Finally, section 3.6 summarizes the performance of the different comparators.
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3.1 Input Sample-and-Hold

The function of a comparator is to decide whether its input signal is positive or nega

tive with respect to some reference at a given instant in time. Most comparators use an

input sample-and-hold (S/H) to sample the input waveform at a time defined by a clock

and to hold the sampled value long enough for the comparator to make its decision. S/H is

commonly used in digital signal processors with an A/D converter to digitize analog

waveforms and in discrete-time analog systems such as switched-capadtor filters.

An ideal S/H samples the instantaneous value of the input waveform. Typical

waveforms of an ideal S/H are depicted in figure 3.1. An ideal S/H can be implemented

by a multiplier with one of its inputs driven by a comb of delta functions. The problem

with this approach is that the comb of delta functions is hard to generate at high frequen-

des. In practice, two track-and-hold (T/H) circuits connected in series function as an ideal

S/H, as illustrated by the waveforms in figure 3.2. Each T/H consists of an ideal switch,

a capacitor and a unity-gain output buffer. The switches are toggled by two square pulses

of 50% duty cycle. When 4>i is high, V0\ tracks the input waveform, and when <pi is- low,

V0i >s held at the previous level. Notice that V02 is the output waveform of an ideal S/H

shown in figure 3.1.

MOS technology is well suited to implementing a fast T/H. First, the gate of a MOS

transistor is capadtive and charge can be stored at the gate node. The output voltage can

be held for a longer time without significant droop. Secondly, a MOS transistor acts like a

voltage switch with zero offset. Non-idealities of the MOS transistor such as -~ noise,

charge injection, dock coupling, and finite on-resistance limit the ultimate resolution and

sampling rate of the MOS T/H.

Using half-circuit representation, non-idealities are analyzed and design equations are

presented in section 3.1.1 for a differential MOS T/H. A design example of a 6-bit MOS

T/H then follows in section 3.1.2. The maximum sampling rate of this T/H is 1 GS/s which

is an order of magnitude faster than existing MOS S/H circuits.
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Fig. 3.1 An ideal input sampler with clock, input and output waveforms.
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j~LJUiJijnJi-ririJiruTJT-rL^

njrriJTnjixiJTJTJTJTJT-n-r^

Fig. 3.2 A MOS sample-and-hold which consists of two MOS track-and-hold.
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3.1.1 Non-Idealities of A Differential MOS T/H.

The effect of dock coupling and charge injection in MOS circuits can be reduced

most effectively by using differential circuits [15]. In this section, we consider the design

of the the differential T/H shown in figure 3.3. In this circuit, when <t>i is high the dif

ferential voltage across the input of the differential pair tracks V^-V^. At the falling

edge of o)i, the input is sampled onto a pair of matching capadtors C\ and C^. The sam

pled value is held constant when cpl is low. The differential pair in figure 3.3 can be the

input stage of a comparator. The limitations on the performance of this circuit are as fol

lows.

•££» noise

To analyze the effect of -^- noise, refer to the differential-mode half-circuit in figure

3.5 where Cdm is the differential capadtance seen by M\ and Mi ( refer to equation 3.11).

When a MOS switch is turned on, the resistance across its drain and source is finite. The

thermal noise of the channel resistance Rch is sampled onto the capadtor at the falling

edge of the dock. The variance of this noise, according to [16], is

ItkTRofrUnPdf =̂ (3.1)

where

Since its variance is independent of Rch, this noise is commonly referred to as ~ noise.

The resolution of the MOS T/H is ultimately limited by this noise component. The

root-mean-square value of the -^r noise must be less than the expected resolution of the

comparator (V^). In terms of the number-of-bits B and assuming 2V full scale, we have

Cdm
J21-* (3.3)
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Fig. 3.3 A differential MOS T/H.
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At room temperature, kT=4.15e-21; therefore

B s 34.85 + 1.66log(Cdm) (3.4)

Equation 3.4 relates the size of the sampling capadtor to the resolution of the T/H. For

example if Cdm is 60fF, 4£ noise would limit the resolution of the T/H to about 13 bits.

Charge Injection and Clock Coupling

If Afi, Af3 and C\ in figure 3.3 are perfectly matched to Mi, M* and Ci respectively,

then to the first order, charge injection and dock coupling from the two MOS switches

will not affect the resolution of the T/H. The dock that drives the T/H in figure 3.3 is a

periodic pulse train that oscillates between V# and Vi with a 50% duty cycle. When 4»i is

high, V\=Vin and V2=Vrtf. As a)i goes low, both channel-charge injection and dock cou

pling occur. The problem is best analyzed using the concept of equivalent half-circuit.

The common-mode half-circuits of the T/H before and after the dock transition are

shown in figure 3.4. In figure 3.4, the initial common-mode voltage at the output is

the common-mode channel charge is

qan = WVff-v^-Vr) (3.6)

and the common-mode capadtance seen by the two MOS switches is

Ccm^Ciz+Cgdu (3.7)

Assuming the worst condition, where the dock fall time is much less man RchCaxi? half of

qan is injected into the output nodes as common-mode signal. The final common-mode

voltage at the output is

vcny ~"
_ Vin+Vi*-^^<^>-*cfeh-^-H ™
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Fig. 3.4 Common-mode half-circuit of MOS T/H before and after clock transition.
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Fig. 3.5 Differential-mode half-circuit of MOS T/H before and after clock transi

tion.
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In equation 3.8, the second and third term represent a common-mode voltage shift due to

dock coupling and channel charge injection respectively. This shift of common-mode vol

tage degrades the common-mode range of the comparator.

If the transistor and capadtors are perfectly matched, the differential-mode half-

circuits before and after the dock transition are shown in figure 3.5. The initial

differential-mode voltage at the output is

Vdni = Vm-V* (3.9)

the differential charge stored in the channel is

qdm - Coxtfdmi (3.10)

and the differential capadtance seen by the switches is

Cdm = Cij+C^+Cg^+Cfft/l+A) (3.11)

where A is the voltage gain of the differential pair Af3,4. The final output differential vol

tage is

Vdm/ =(v*-V)(i+ga) p.*)
The second term in equation 3.12 represents an error in the gain of the T/H. Gain error

can be easily compensated for and is not a serious problem in AID and comparator appli

cations.

If the transistors and the capadtors in figure 3.4 are not perfectly matched, error

introduced by charge injection and dock coupling can be modeled as a dc offset voltage in

series with the T/H outputs. If the capadtances are mismatched by a^:-%» the worst-cast

offset voltage is

v,OS
.aq^^&^gca^) (3,3)

This offset voltage is reduced by making Cdm large which in turn slows down the
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acquisition time of the T/H. In practice, it is the matching of components that limits the

resolution and the sampling rate of the T/H.

Channel Resistance and Acquisition Time.

Acquisition time of the T/H determines the maximum sampling rate of the T/H. The

worst situation occurs when the previous sample equals the full scale voltage --tj2, and

V*the present sample equals to one Isb larger than the reference voltage which is at +-f--

The acquisition time of a T/H is the time for the output to acquire a differential voltage

equal to kVisb where k is less than 1 but larger than 0.707 (corresponding the gain of the

T/H at the -3dB sampling frequency) when the initial differential voltage across the capa

dtor Cdm is ~vfs and the present differential input being sampled equals V^. For a T/H

with resolution of B bits

Vub = Vfs2-* (3.14)

Referring to the differential-mode half-circuit in figure 3.5, the differential output voltage

is

*dm(t) =Vw+^-^/rf+V^exp - j^A (3.15)

The channel resistance is given by

Rch ~ —nvz r <3-16>

The acquisition time is

toe = ItcACditln VubV-k)

Together with equation 3.14, and assuming V/S=2V

(3.17)

toe = RchCdm[0.693B-ln(l-k)] (3.18)
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If B=6 and k=0.9, equation 3.16 gives ^=6.46^0^. Equation 3.18 relates the small

signal bandwidth of the T/H (rj——) to the worst case acquisition time.
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3.1.2 Design Example - A 6-bit lGS/s T/H

Based on the equations derived in the previous section, a high-speed track-and-hold

circuit capable of 6-bit resolution and 1 GSfe sampling rate has been designed. Computer

simulation is used to verify the performance and the design equations used.

In the MOS T/H of figure 3.3. The width of transistor Af3 and A/4 is 10u,m and the

size of Ci.2 is 30fF. According to equation 3.7 and 3.11, Cm and Cdm » about 30fF and

yr
60fF respectively. From equation 3.4, 4£- noise is seen to limit the resolution of this T/H

to about 13 bits and this is not a concern in this design.

Since the intended sampling rate of the T/H is lGS/s and the assumed dock rise and

fall times are 150ps, the worst-case acquisition time of the T/H must be less than 350ps.

From equation 3.18, the small signal bandwidth of the T/H is

lltRchCdm
= 2.93GHz

Together with equation 3.16 with V^-Vt=2.5V and L= 1, the width of switch Af1 and Mi

should be 6p.m resulting in A<*~900n. The common-mode voltage shift is 0.4V (from

equation 3.8) and the differential-mode gain error is 1.09 (from equation 3.12).. Finally,

using equation 3.13, the worst cast offset voltage due to capadtive mismatch is 35mV if

•^£•=0.03. To improve offset voltage, the size of C\2 can be increased, but this in turn

will reduce the maximum sampling rate of the T/H.

To verify the above design, SPICE [12] has been used to simulated the ac and the

transient response of the T/H. Figure 3.6 is the simulated small signal ac response of the

T/H where Vrrf=Vin=lV and the dock input is at V#=3.5V. In this simulation

Ci,2=30/F, W3t4=10p,m and W\j. is varied from 2|tm to 10u,m at 2p.m per step increment.

For the T/H with Wi,2=6jj.m, the -3dB bandwidth is 3.6GHz, which is higher than the

required bandwidth of 2.93GHz.

Shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8 are the simulated transient responses of the common-

mode and differential-mode output voltage, respectively. In these simulation the dock fre

quency is 500MHz with V//=3.5V and Vj = -1.5V\ Clock waveform is also included in
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figure 3.7. The common-mode voltage shift is 0.36V and the differential-mode gain error

is about, 1.18 which is higher than the prediction given by equation 3.12. The acquisition

time is about 500ps (including clock rise-time); therefore the maximum sampling rate is

1GHz. In general, the design equations in the previous section are accurate enough to esti

mate the performance of the T/H.
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3.2 Comparator I - Cascade of Open Loop Amplifiers

Let us first consider the simplest voltage comparator configuration, namely a cascade

of differential open-loop amplifiers as shown in figure 3.9. A similar comparator design in

MOS was used in a voice-frequency PCM CODEC [17]. This comparator configuration is

not the fastest considred in this chapter because its speed performance is limited by the

overdrive recovery time of the entire cascade. Nevertheless, an understanding of the vari

ous trade-off in this configuration gives insights to comparator design in general.

The small signal ac equivalent circuit of figure 3.9 is shown in figure 3.10. The

equivalent circuit of bipolar comparators that employ open-loop amplifiers [18,19] is simi

lar to figure 3.10. Most commercial comparators (i.e. [37]) are uncompensated opera

tional amplifiers with two stages of open loop gain. In general, the analysis presented in

this section applies equally well to bipolar comparator design.

The circuit of figure 3.9 is fully differential and the common-mode rejection ratio of

the differential pairs is assumed to be infinite. If all voltage levels considered in this sec

tion are within the common-mode range of the differential pairs, we only need to consider

differential signals. If it is not stated specifically, all voltages referred to in this section are

differential quantities.

The input of the comparator is driven by an input T/H which defines the instant of

comparison and holds the sampled signal long enough for the comparator to make its deci

sion. To simplify hand calculations, we assume that the T/H has infinite bandwidth and its

acquisition time approaches zero. Under this assumption, the worst-case comparator

delay (fc) is the time required by the comparator to establish a large signal voltage at its

output (+Vfwai) when its input is first over driven to the negative full-scale voltage (-V^)

at to- and then driven to a voltage (Yub) equals to the expected resolution of the compara

tor at time *o+, where fo+ - ro- - 0. If the comparator is used to directly drive MOS logic

gates, Vfi^ should equal 5V. Given the equivalent input resolution in terms of the

number of bits B, V&, is related to V^ by
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Vlsb - Vfs2'B (3.19)

The number of stages N and the gain per stage g„R are left as variables. R is the output

resistance of the differential pair. Given B, Vfi and Vj&uft what number of stages N and

gain per stage gmR give minimum fc?

To state the problem more concisely and to define the terms in this section:

For the comparator configuration shown in figure 3.9, system constants are as follow:

1 Vfinal - 5V (final output voltage large enough to drive digital logic),

2 Vfi = 2V (full scale input voltage, which is s limited by common mode range of the

input differential pair), and

3 -£=r = 2tt x 3.65x 109 (gain-bandwidth-product for the SiGMOS technology).

The variables of the problem are:

1 Be infcg«r[l,2,....,16] (input resolution in term of number of bit),

2 gmR € real[l,*>] (gain per stage),

3 N e integer[l, ,20] (number of stage), and

4 V„(0) c real where ntN (initial condition).

For all possible values of the above variables, we need to find the following unknowns,

1 V*„(f), the output waveform of stage n

2 tc(n), the time at which ^(0^1^.
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3.2.1 Transient Analysis

For the configuration in figure 3.9, the comparator is first driven to -V^ at time

ro-. Therefore the initial conditions of the N capacitors are not zero. Furthermore, the ini

tial conditions are large signals and the system can not be assumed linear. Consequently,

no close form solution exists for rc(n) and Vn(t).

The transient analysis in SPICE could be used to simulate the complete response of

the comparator accurately. However to find the optimum N and gmR, it is necessary to

iterate for different values of N, gmR, and B, and this requires excessive computer time.

Therefore the computer program listed in appendix A-5 was written to provide transient

analyses of the circuit in figure 3.9. The program is written in Basic for the HP-9836 per

sonnel computer.

Referring to figure 3.10, the nodal equation at the output node of the nth stage in

the comparator is simply

C^f£ =«mVB-l(0-V„-^ (3.20)

where V„(r) is the differential voltage across the outputs of the nth stage. After integrating

both sides and rearranging terms,

V„(r) =il^Vn-KrV-^JA'+V^O)
A discrete time version of the above equation is

Vn<?) =^Lvfl-i(ik)--^lAr+VB(0)

=v„(r-1)+.£ I*mV„-i(T)-i^p. AT

where kx A7*=r. Solving for V„(T)

V„(T-1)+ -^V„-i(r)AT
Vn(T) = —% (3.21)

^ RC
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If all initial conditions are set to -5V (V„(0)=-5 for all n), and the input is constant

for T>0 (VtfT)=Vub for all T), equation 3.21 canbe evaluated directly for all values of n

and T. The program listed in appendix A-5 (referred to as program A-5) calculates

Vn(T) using two nested do loops with T as the first index and n as the second index. To

include the effect of clipping caused by nonlinearities and power supply at output nodes,

the following conditions are imposed inside the do loops.

1 If VniTfcVfM, then V„(r)=Vy&Iflf.

2 If V„(r)s V„(0), then Vn(7> V„(0).

For the MOS differential pair in figure 3.9, the output resistance R is not linear for

the voltage range of concern. As shown in appendix A-1 (figure A-3), R can be modeled

by a Gaussian function with OV mean and 3.5V standard deviation. The large signal out

put resistance is

Rl=R exp
_l(v„(T)
[ 2U5

where

*=rjhj
gmbo

(3.22)

rog and r^ are the small signal output resistance of the enhancement and the depletion

transistor,respectively, and gmbo ls mc backgate transconduetance of the depletion transis

tor. Their measured values are listed in table A-1 in appendix A-1. /?/ is substituted for

R in equation 3.21. Equation 3.19 to 3.22 summarize the implementation of

program A-5. If we use this program to simulate transient response of a bipolar compara

tor with an open-loop configuration, Vfiui and V„(0) would typically equal +1V and -IV

respectively (ECL levels), while Ri would be the linear load resistor.
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Fig. 3.12 Simulated step response of the comparator in figure 3.9 using

program A-5 with B=10, V (0)=-5V and g i?=4.5.
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Simnlatlon and Interpretation

Using program A-5, V*B(r) is plotted in figure 3.11 where n ranges from 1 to 9. In

figure 3.11, B=6, and g„R^4.5. In figure 3.18, SPICE is used to simulate Vn(t) with

results in good agreement with figure* 3.11. The output of the sixth stage reached 5V in

1.45ns. The output of stages one through four never reached V/hd because of the small

g„R. For n higher than 6, Vn{t) is a constant delay of its input Vn-l(0> and the delay is

about 60ps. This delay is equivalent to the ring oscillator delay discussed in section 2.2.

The comparator delay te is the time for Vn to reach Vfim. Therefore tc(n) is infinite for

n<5, has a minimum at n=6, and increases at a 60ps/n rate for n>6. te(n) can be simu

lated for any combinations of B and gmR. In figure 3.12, only B is changed (to 10). For

this case, tc(n) has a minimum at n=8 and fc(8)=2.65/w.

In figure 3.13 tc(n) is plotted for various values of B while gmR is fixed at 4.5. For

a given B, there exists a minimum tc(n) which corresponds to the optimum design in

terms of the number of stages (ftq*) required to provide minimum comparator delay.

When a minimum in te(n) is detected, program A-5 prints the current value of B at the

location of the local minimum. Since in the SiGMOS technology, the voltage gain of a

one-one inverter is determined by device gmr0 and cannot be varied easily, figure 3.13

gives an overview of the delay performance for the comparator in figure 3.9. Based on

only dc considerations, the relationship for the minimum number of stages nnin required is

Vfind =S Zfj-igmR)**

Thus

log

"rain ^
'•%H

log {gmR) (3,23)

From figure 3.13,

"opt ~ nirin+3 (3.24)

and equation 3.24 can be used as a rule of thumb if gmR=4.5.
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Fig. 3.13 Simulated comparison time t of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and

Busing program A-5 with ^#=4.5, V (0)=-5V and vfinalss^^V'
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Fig. 3.14 Simulated comparison time t of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and

g R using program A_5 with B=6, V (0)=—5 V and V =+51^.
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Simulated comparison time t of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and

g R using program A-5 with B=10, V (0)=-5K and Va = + 5V.
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To this point, we have fixed gmR to 4.5, and allowed only n and B to vary when. To

determine the optimun gain per stage, gmR is allowed to change in the program. Figure

3.14 is a plot of rc(n) for various values of gmR while B is fixed. For a comparator with

6-bit resolution, the optimal design for this configuration is N=8 and £mff=3 (assuming

gmR can be changed at will). The comparator delay for mis design is 1.37ns, which

represents a 10% improvement over the design with n=6 and g,„ft=-4.5. Figure 3.15 plots

the same information as figure 3.14, but for B=10. Again optimum g„R is 3, and

n^=10.

Since the initial conditions are not zero at time ro, the speed performance of this type

of comparator is limited by the overdrive recovery time of the cascade of differential

pairs. Referring to figure 3.10, the charge stored on the capacitor C is initiaUy discharged

through the resistor R (when VB-i(r)*sO), therefore overdrive recovery time is propor

tional to the RC time constant at the output nodes (or equivalently to gmR)* As gmR

approaches unity, n^ in equation 3.23 approaches infinity. This means as g„R becomes

smaller, the number of stage increases, tc(ntgmR) increases, and a minimum exists for

'c0> >£*>#)• According to simulations this minimum occurs at gmR=3.

It will be shown in section 3.2 that if we reset the initial conditions to 0 before apply

ing Vub to the inputs, the comparator delay will be fastest when gmR**00*
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3.2.2 Design Example • A 6-bit Open-Loop Comparator.

In this section, we present the design of a 6-bit comparator and its performance in

terms of comparison rate and phase margin. The design with gmR-4.5 and n=6 is con

sidered, although it is not quite optimum, because the gain of an one-one inverter is 4.5.

Figure 3,16 shows the complete schematic of a 6-bit comparator. It consists of six

differential pairs with three common-mode feedback loops to control the common-mode

voltages of the outputs. Input signal is sampled at the falling edge of 4>i by the input T/H.

Two D flip-flops then sample the comparator outputs at the falling edge of fo. Hie posi

tive and negative supplies are +5v and -5V respectively. For reliability reasons, circuit

design has to ensure that no single transistor has more than5V appearing across its drain

and source even when the differential pairs are over-driven at the inputs. Common-mode

feedback is used in this design to

1 set up output common-mode voltage under small signal input and

2 limit output voltageswing to 5V under large-signal input.

The simulated dc transfer curve of two differential pairs is given in figure 3.17. It clearly

shows that the input-output common-mode voltage is stablized at 2.5V while the large sig

nal output voltage swing is limited to 5.5V. If common-mode feedback is not applied, the

output voltage swing could be as large as 7V.

The transient analysis in SPICE is used to verify the accuracy of the results produced

by program A-5. Figure 3.18 is the SPICE output showing V„(r), which is close to the

results given in figure 3.11. The input is a pulse waveform with a -2V initial condition, a

lOOps rise-time and a +31.25mV Vj&. The SPICE simulated worst-case comparator delay

is about 1.55ns.

Decision Circuit in Data Transmission System

So far we have only examined the time required for a cascade of open-loop inverters

to produce a digital signal (Vfinat=5V) at its outputs when its input is driven by a pulse

..waveform. Let us now consider applying the comparator in figure 3.16 to data transmis

sion systems.
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The function of a decision circuit in data transmission is to dedde whether the input

is larger than or smaller than a reference voltage, corresponding to the transmission of an

1 or a 0. Figure 3.19 depicts the received data train (0,l,0,l,etc) after amplification and

automatic-gain-control with no added noise and no phase error with respect to the dock

shown. Usually a low-pass filter is used to remove high-frequency noise from the

transmission channel and to reduce intersymbol interference [20]. However, low-frequency

noise is always present and a typical input waveform seen by the decision circuit is also

shown in figure 3.19. Besides low-frequency noise, a phase error that approaches -120

degree is assumed in figure 3.19. This input waveform represents the most demanding

situation for both the input T/H and the comparator.

SPICE is used to simulate the transient response of the comparator for the worst-case

input. The dock and the input waveform used in the simulation are plotted in figure

3.20a. Here the input resembles the one in figure 3.19 where a minimum overdrive of

31.25mV and a phase error of -120 degree is presumed. Since the dock has 50% duty

cycle, the hold time of the T/H (thoid) equals -X- where fc is the sampling rate. For the

worst-case input, thoid~tc+tclock m order for the comparator to function properly, r^* i*

the rise-fall time of the dock. Therefore the maximum sampling rate for mis comparator

is

'•-ncfcr (325)

= 300MS/S

Simulated output voltages V„(r) are plotted in figure 3.20b. Notice that V&(t) just barely

reaches +5V at the falling edge of 4>2 when the input is over driven by ±31mV.

In the above simulation, we deliberately induded an input phase error of -120 degree

with respect to the dock to demonstrate the worst-case situation. If there is no phase error

in the input, the comparator employs the entire dock period (instead of just fou) to

amplify the input. In that case, the sampling rate is



Fig. 3.20 SPICE simulation of the comparator in figure 3.16.
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Fig. 3.20a Worst-case input and clock waveform used in the simulation.
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Fig. 3.20b Simulated output waveforms of the comparator when the sampling rate is

300MS/s and the input phase error is -120 degrees.
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/cS= U+tctek

= 6O0MS/S

If the comparator is designed for data transmission system, its sampling rate is the

parameter to maximize because it limits the data rate of the transmission system. However

the comparator delay, which is the time between the sampling instant (falling edge of <J>i)

and the time when the output reaches Vflut, is not important to the performance of the

transmission system. On the other hand, if this comparator is used in a feedback system

such as successive approximation A/D converters, delta-modulation, etc, real-time delays

through the comparator becomes the most significant factor. The comparator delay of this

design is about 1.5ns.

In this design, we have not accounted for the effects of offset voltages of the dif

ferential pairs. If the system requires an offset voltage less than V^b then this design is

only limited to low resolution applications. The input-referred offset voltage is

£wr <"6)Vos — V*a£+

where V^ is the offset voltage due to mismatches in the input T/H as given by equation

3.13 and V^ is the offset voltage of the kth differential pair. Since the offset voltage of a

MOS differential pair is about 15mV, this design would not perform well in high resolu

tion applications, i.e. B>6. Offset cancellation and self-calibration techniques can be used

to reduce the effect of offset voltages. Self-calibration is preferred over offset cancellation

.in high-frequency applications since the latter usually slows down the comparator acquisi

tion time. This chapter does not discuss the different self-calibration schemes and assumes

that the input reference voltage V„f can be adjusted to include the effective offset voltage.
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3.3 Comparator II - Cascade of Open Loop Amplifiers with Reset

In section 3.2, we have investigated the delay of a cascade of open-loop amplifiers.

In this case, the comparator delay is dominated by the over-drive recovery time of the cas

cade because initial conditions on the gate capadtors are not zero. Since a MOS transistor

can function like an ideal switch, it can be used to reset the initial conditions to zero

before applying the input sample. In this section we show that the comparator delay is

improved by employing reset-switches as in either figure 3.21a or b.

Because a voltage switch is not available in bipolar technology, the concept of reset

ting the amplifiers for improved speed performance has not been used in a bipolar com

parator. In MOS technology, switch-reset was proposed by Yee and Terman in 1978 in a

single-ended design [21]. Since then, many comparators based on the original design were

used in A/D converters [22-25]. Figure 3.21c reproduces the comparator circuit of a

25MHz flash A/D [22]. The single-ended approach of this design has many problems espe

cially in high-speed applications.

1 C\ and Ci in figure 3.21c are coupling capadtors. Although these coupling capadtors

are not charged and discharged during the comparison cydes, they always introduce

a long settling component in the transient response. The corresponding bottom plate

capadtors Cp\ and Cpi also increase the capadtive loading at the output nodes. These

effects can significantly reduce the speed of the comparator.

2 Charge injection and dock coupling from the reset-switches (q\ and $2) can limit the

resolution of the comparator. A complicated docking scheme is necessary to reduce

these effects. Hie dock waveforms shown in figure 3.21c are difficult to generate at

high frequencies.

In light of the above problems, a fully differential design in CMOS was proposed by

Allstot [26].

No existing literature discusses the design philosophies and the speed trade-off of this

type of open-loop comparator with reset. For example, the comparators in [23], [24],
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[21], [25] and [26] have one, two, three, four, and five gain stages respectively. In section

3.3.1, a generalized transient analysis is performed on the circuit in figure 3.22. From this

analysis, we can determine the optimum number-of-stage N and the optimum gain-per-

stage gmR for a particular application with B bits of input resolution. Two 6-bit compara

tor based on the configurations in figure 3.21a and b are presented in section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Transient Analysis and First Order Theory

When a>i is low, the differential-mode half-circuits of figure 3.21a and b are identical

as given in figure 3.22. Although this equivalent circuit is similar to the one in section

3.2.1 (figure 3.10), the analysis differs in that- the initial conditions are now zero.

Program A-5 can still be used with V„(0)=0 to simulate the zero-state response of the

chain of amplifiers to an input step function.

To verify the accuracy of program A-5, transient simulation for an input step of

31.25mV (B=6 bits) is performed using bom SPICE and program A-5, and the outputs

are compared in figure 3.23. In figure 3.23, V„(0)=0, gmR=4.5t V^=31.25mV and

Vfinal-5V. The two output waveforms are virtually identical for n=<8, but they deviate

for a>8. This is because the effects of saturation and Miller multiplication are not care

fully modeled in program A—5. As in section 3.2.1, we can used program A-5 to solve

for tc(n) with various combinations of B and gmR, and quickly converge to the optimum

design in terms of the number-of-stages and the gain-per-stage. Before doing this, some

theoretical considerations may give some insight to the problem.

Linear Circuit Theory

In contrast to the problem in section 3.2.1, the initial conditions are now zero; there

fore the circuit can be assumed linear as long as the transistors do not enter die triode

region. Laplace transforms can be used to generate dosed form solutions for Vn(t) if the

input is a step function. In figure 3.22 the transfer function per stage is

V/i /,\ _ gm

S+W
(3.27)

where C is the total capadtive load at the output and R is the output resistance. For n

stages, the overall transfer function is

In equation 3.28, tt- — and a=-i*. Since Laplace transform ofan input step is
gm M*
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VoM - -^ (3.29)

the output waveform in the time domain is

v„(0 =- *»L-i
if1 s(s+a)n (3.30)

♦1-1
(s+a)n

where the symbol L 1represents inverse Laplace transform and * represents convolution

in time. From standard transform tables,

VubVn(t) = — ft,n-1e-at'dt'nK) T^(/i-l)!-6r * m

Evaluating the integral using integration-by-parts

V„(0 = Visb(gmR)n
-r

i-€^7^r (n=l
>ir ngmR

V

/ 7

(3.31)

Equation 3.31 is plotted in figure 3.24 for n ranging from 1 to 10, g„R=4.5,

Vfc6=31.25mV and rr=43.6>*. Vs(r) reaches 5V in 380ps ("^-=8.75). This result agrees

with SPICE simulated results and results generated from program A-5 in figure 3.23.

The time for the output to reach 5V is.shortened if all initial conditions are reset to

zero. Since the algebraic inverse does not exist in equation 3.31, we cannot solve for te

directly by setting V„(fc)=5V. A computer is used to solve for tc(n) from equation 3.31

numerically and the results are plotted in figure 3.25a. The comparator resolution B is

rdated to Vub through equation 3.19. In figure 3.25a, tc(n) is plotted for B ranging from 1

to 16 and for ^=4.5. The program detects any local minimum in te(n) and prints the

value of B at the location of the local minimum. For 6 bits of resolution, the optimum

design is 8 stages which gives a comparator dela.y at 380ps. Figure 3.25b gives the exact

information as in figure 2.25a except mat the results were generated using program A-5

with g„R- 4.5 and V„(0)=0V*. Tlie difference between the two sets of curves are caused
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by non-linear effects. The effects of non-linear output resistance and transistor saturation

due to finite power supply voltages are briefly modeled in program A—5, whereas only

linear elements are assumed by equation 3.3.1. Notice that the shape of the two sets of

curves and the locations of the minima are dose to each other, this shows that non-linear

effects are secondary in this analysis. Since gmR is determined by the intrinsic gain of the

transistors and cannot be changed easily, figure 3.25 gives a general view of the delay per

formance of this type of comparator.

The obvious question to ask next is what is the optimum gain-per-stage or gmR to

give minimum comparator delay? This can be answered physically by referring to the

equivalent circuit in figure 3.22. If R is infinite, all of the current available from the

dependent current source is used to charge the input capadtor of the following stage; thus

tc(n) as a function of gmR would decrease monotonically as gmR approaches infinity.

If gmR is infinite, a dosed form solution for rc(n) does exist. The overall transfer

function is

ftW =W (3-32)

Again assuming an input pulse with V/^, pulse height,

V»W " T&J <3.33)

tc(n) is defined by

V„(rc)=V>lfl/ (3.34)

Combining equation 3.33 and 3.34, we have

««>-^(n^«l)" (3.35)
Equation 3.33 is plotted in figure 3.26 with V^,=31.25mV. In figure 3.26, the output of

the 6th stage reaches 5V in 308ps. This represents a 20% improvement over the design

with gmR=4.5 and N=8. Equation 3.35 is plotted in figure 3.27a where B is varied from
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1 to 16. Since g„R is infinite in this calculation, figure 3.27a represents the best-case

delay for this type of comparator. For 6-bit resolution, optimum number of stages is 6 and

the comparator delay is 308ps. Figure 3.27b presents the same information as in figure

3.27a but the data is obtained from program A-5 where gmR is set to 100.

From the above analysis, it is shown that tc(n) decreases monotonically as gmR

approaches infinity for any value of B. Since we cannot have gmR**00 in reality, what is a

good value for gmR such that fc("cpr) is acceptable? This question is answered in figure

3.28 which is generated by program A-5. Here, tc(n) is plotted for various values of gmR

with B equal to 6. For gmR=10t optimum number-of-stage is 6 and fc0*q*) is only 4%

slower than that when gmR***. Therefore, a g„R larger than 10 is as good as a $«/?=».
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3.3.2 Design Example • A 6-bit Open-Loop Comparator with Reset

The simulated results in figure 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25 confirm that the optimum

number-of-stages for the two comparators in figure 3.21a and b is between 7 and 8, if

B=6 and ^^=4.5. The complete schematics of the two comparator designs are shown in

figure 3.29a and b. Common-mode feedback is used to stablize the common-mode output

voltages. The two designs only differ in how the reset switches are connected. In figure

3.29a, the reset switches short the output nodes of each stage, while in figure 3.29b, the

reset switches provide negative feedback between the outputs and the inputs of every

other stage. The capacitance added to the signal path because of the reset switches is only

about 10% of the total loading capacitance at the output nodes; therefore the tc(J) is about

420ps (instead of 380ps as calculated in the previous section where ideal MOS switch with

no parasitic capacitance was assumed). The maximum comparison rate (assuming a 50%

duty-cycle) is

'<mTG&S2J (3-36)

where tdoek is the rise-fall time of the clock and is assumed to be 150ps. The maximum

comparison rate according to equation 3.36 is 877MS/S.

SPICE has been used to simulate the transient response of the complete circuit shown

in figure 3.29a. The clock and the input waveforms are shown in figure 3.30a. The clock

rate is 770MHz, and the input assumes the worst-case waveform where the over-drive vol

tages are -IV, +30mV, +1V, -30mV, +1V and +30mV. The output waveforms V„(0 in

figure 3.30b clearly show that the reset switches function as expected and reset the output

voltages to zero in less than 400ps. V-fo) always reaches ±Vfimi within the allowed time

interval. The input voltage Vfo(r), the sampled voltage V3(t), and Vq(0 are plotted in fig

ure 3.30c using an expanded scale. Transistor M\ to Me together with capacitor C\ and Ci

form the input sample-and-hold. This S/H is functionally similar to the one shown in fig

ure 3.2, and it resets the input voltage to zero in every dock cycle. With minor modifica

tions, the design equations derived in section 3.1.1 for the T/H can be applied to this S/H.
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Fig. 3.29a Complete schematic of a 6-bit open-loop comparator with shunt MOS

reset-switches.

T
Sttff

a a fl-B
It t

Fig. 3.29b Complete schematic of a6-bit open-loop comparator with feedback MOS
reset-switches.
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Input and clock waveforms used in the SPICE transient simulation of the

comparator in figure 3.29a
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Fig. 3.30b Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with all offset

voltages equal to zero using SPICE.
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Fig. 3.30c A detail plot of the voltages in the input S/H of figure 3.29a.
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Offset Voltage

So far we have not distinguished the difference between the two designs in figure

3.29. In fact the two circuits have identical behavior and their performance is similar as

long as we do not consider the effect of offset voltages. The reset times of the two designs

are not the limiting factor because the on-resistance of the MOS switches is much smaller

than the output resistance of the open-loop differential pairs. It will be shown in this sec

tion that the circuit in figure 3.29b is more tolerant to offsets of the differential pairs than

the comparator in figure 3.29a.

. The equivalent dc input-referred offsets for both circuits are identical and are given

by

'oar

ro**£i(gmR)k-i

where V^ is the offset voltage due to the input S/H and V^ is the offset voltage of the

kth differential pair. But the transient response or the dynamics of the two circuits are dif

ferent if input offset voltages are present. In the following simulations the input reference

voltage V^ is set to equal VM so that we can concentrate on the dynamic behavior of the

two circuits. In reality V^f can be forced to equal V* if self-calibrating techniques are

employed in the system design.

In figure 3.29a, the MOS switches reset all output voltages to zero when <t>i is high.

As <t>2 goes high, the output voltages would initially swing in the direction as imposed by

the offset voltages, then the input signal would take over and drive the outputs in the

correct direction. A SPICE simulation was performed using the same deck and input

waveform as those in figure 3.30a. The effects of offset voltages are modeled by adding

voltage sources (±15mV) in series with the inputs of the differential pairs. The effect is

cumulative if the offset voltages have alternating signs. Figure 3.31a plots the simulated

V„(r). On the fourth sample, the outputs swings to the positive side initially then the input

drives the output voltages toward -5V. This effectively increases the delay of the compara

tor.

y«-w-£,. 3U (3-37)
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Fig. 3.31a Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with offset vol

tages of alternating sign (+15mV, -15mV, etc.) using SPICE.
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Fig. 3.31b Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29b with offset vol

tages of alternating sign (+15mV, -15mV, etc.) using SPICE.
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In figure 3.29b, the MOS switches reset the node voltages by applying negative feed

back around the differential pairs. The offset voltages are embedded in the feedback loops

and first order cancellation occurs. This is confirmed by the simulated results shown in

figure 3.31b. Comparing figure 3.31b to 3.31a, the effect of offset voltages is less pro

nounced and the output of the seventh stage V-j(t) reaches -5V within the designated time.

In the above simulations, the offset voltage of the first stage is +15mV, the second

stage is -15mV, and so on (with alternating signs). This represents the worst situation

because the effect of these offsets on Vn(t) is cumulative. In reality, this situation is

unlikely to occur because offset voltage of a differential pair is theoretically a random

variable with zero mean. If the mean of the offset voltages is not zero (mis can be caused

by systematic error such as oxide gradient, etc), then first-order cancellation occurs. Fig

ure 3.31c is the simulated V„(f) of the comparator in figure 3.29a when all offset voltages

are set to +15mV. Notice that the output waveforms of the fourth sample does not swing

to the positive direction initially as those in figure 3.31a and b.

In conclusion, using the MOS switches to reset the node voltages on a cascade of dif

ferential pairs can reduce the delay of the comparator. Hie delay tc of this comparator is

about 420ps and the maximum sampling rate is about 880MS/s. However the effect of

offset voltage may be important and the effective comparison rate may have to be reduced

to 770MS/S.
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Fig. 3.31c Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with offset vol

tages of the same sign (+15mV) using SPICE.
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3.4 Comparator III - Pipeline of Differential Amplifiers

Pipeline processing is commonly used in digital systems to improve the data

throughput. Analog circuits can also benefit from this architecture. However, the concept

of pipelining in comparator designs was never considered seriously. One reason for this is

that the real-time delay through the pipeline is longer than that of conventional

approaches. It is shown in this section that the comparison rate of a pipeline comparator

is the highest among the designs considered in this chapter. Since real-time delay is not

important in data transmission systems, a pipeline comparator can function as the decision

circuit in fiber-optic communication. In applications where the delay is important, this

approach is not recommended.

Figure 3.32 is the block diagram of a pipeline comparator. The differential amplifier

could be any of the three designs in figure 3.33. MOS technology is ideal for implement

ing such an approach because the MOS T/H is both fast and simple. In figure 3.32, the

input signal is sampled and amplified by a fixed gain G when 4>i is high, then the ampli

fied sample is passed on to the next stage as fc goes high- The sampled signal continues

to be amplified as it propagates down the pipeline until the signal is large enough to

trigger the D-flip-flop at the end of the chain. The final output voltage is related to the

input by

Vfinat = VtsbG" (3.38)

Together with equation 3.14, the required number of stages N is

logf-^]
JST1 (3-39)

This shows that for a 6-bit comparator, we need at least 4 stages if G=4, Vy&lfl/=5V, and

Vfi=2V. The comparison rate of this type of comparator depends on the settling time of

the individual amplifier. In the next section, the simulated settling times of the three

amplifiers shown in figure 3.33 are compared. These amplifiers are differential versions of
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Fig. 3.32 Configuration of Comparator III - Pipeline of differential amplifiers.
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Fig. 3.33a Pipeline of simple differential pairs - OL-amp.
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the amplifiers discussed in chapter 2, namely open-loop, active-shunt-feedback and

buffered-active-shunt-feedback amplifiers.
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3.4.1 Transient Simulations

Simulating the complete response of all the outputs as the signal propagates down the

pipeline using SPICE would require too much computer time. An alternate approach is to

simulate the response of the first stage, which is the most critical because it is only over

driven by Vfefr, and to assume that the following stages have the same settling time as the

first stage. To include the delays through the input and the output T/H (refer to figure

3.33a) both 4>i and fc ^ turned on. A step input with a 150ps rise-time, a -2V initial

voltage and ±31mV overdrive is applied at t=0. The settling time is the time for V*2(f) to

reach a certain percentage (usually >90%) of the final value.

First, we consider the simple differential pair in figure 3.33a. Transistor Mi, A/2, Csi

and CS2 form the input T/H. Ca\ and CS2 are included to reduce the effect of common-

mode charge injection and clock coupling from the two MOS switches (refer to section

3.1.1). The dominant time constant of this circuit is the RC time constant at the output

nodes of the differential pair, where R is given by equation 2.1 and C is the total capad-

tive loading looking into the output nodes. The small-signal bandwidth from the input to

the output (V*i(r)) is only 400MHz because the added capacitance Cs\ and Csi equals 30fF.

Two simulations were performed for the two cases where the input pulse went from -2V

to +31mV and from -2V to -31mV. The simulated step response of the amplifier and the

input steps are shown in figure 3.34. In figure 3.34 the output settles to 90% of its final

value in 3.3ns. This implies that the sampling rate of the comparator is only 300MHz.

The sampling rate is greatly improved if the amplifier in figure 3.33b is used instead.

This amplifier is the differential version of the ASF-amp in section 2.3. DC biasing of the

amplifier is controlled by the common-mode feedback loop. Since the output impedance is

reduced by the loop gain, the frequency response of this amplifier is less sensitive to capa-

citive loading at the output, and the small signal bandwidth is greater than 1GHz. Figure

3.35 is the simulated step response of the amplifier. The amplifier settles to the final value

in 1.3ns implying a sampling rate of 770MS/s.

Finally, consider the differential amplifier shown in figure 3.33c. Its design is based

on the BASF-amp in section 2.3. The added source follower buffers decreases the phase
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Fig. 3.34 Simulated step response of the simple differential pair in figure 3.33a.
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Fig. 3.35 Simulated step response of the ASF-amp in figure 3.33b.
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margin of this amplifier and the step response in figure 3.36a shows substantial overshoot

(Cc=0). However the ringing settles out in less than 1.3ns. In order to suppress ringing,

two lOfF compensation capacitors (Cc\ and C&) are included in the simulation of figure

3.36b. Here the overshoot is reduced and the settling time of the stage is 900ps. This

implies a maximum comparison rate of l.lGS/s is possible with this architecture.

If we can control the values, of the compensation capacitor, simulation shows that the

maximum sampling rate of a pipeline comparator with BASF-amp as the basic amplifier

can exceed 1GHz. Four stages are needed in the pipeline to amplify the input signal to

5V, and therefore the comparator delay is 1.8ns. This design achieves high sampling rate

in the expense of real-time delay.
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Fig. 3.36a Simulatedstep response of the BASF-amp in figure 3.33c with C =0.
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Fig. 3.36b Simulated step response ofthe BASF-amp in figure 3.33c with C =10/P.
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3.5 Comparator TV - Preamplifier + Regenerative Latch

The two D flip-flops that sample the output of the comparators in the previous sec

tions are assumed to be simple dynamic MOS registers (MOS switch followed by an

inverter). The comparators are expected to generate a large digital signal (5V) at their

outputs in order to trigger the D flip-flop reliably. In this section, we consider a class of

comparators that drive a regenerative latch with a small signal-voltage and relies on the

positive feedback in the latch to generate the final digital signal.

A simple bipolar latched comparator is shown in figure 3.37. The advantage of this

circuit is that it can function without an input sample-and-hold. As c>2 goes high, the

positive feedback loop is enabled and the output voltage is sampled by the latch. Since it is

difficult to implement a fast S/H in bipolar technology, the positive feedback latch became

the basic building block in many fast bipolar comparator designs [27-30]. However, there

is a penalty for not having a good input S/H. In figure 3.37, the latch samples the output

of the differential pair that has a certain small-signal bandwidth. If the input signal has

frequency components higher than the bandwidth of the amplifier, the signal at the output

would be a highly distorted version of the input. This effect is complicated because the

amplifier is both non-linear (due to saturation) and time-varying (due to the switching of

4>i). This distortion in both amplitude and phase at the amplifier output is referred to the

input as S/H delay and apperture jitters. Therefore in a commercial flash 6-bit 20MS/s

A/D such as the TDC1025 from TRW [28], the manufacturer requires that either the

input be low pass filtered at less than the bandwidth of the preamplifier (which is usually

lower than the Nyquist frequency) or an input S/H be used with the A/D. In this section,

we assume that the input is sampled by a S/H and its bandwidth is much higher than the

sampling frequency. The sampling instant is therefore well defined and the aperture

uncertainty is solely a function of the phase jitter of the dock.

An analysis on the circuit in figure 3.37 is performed in section 3.5.1. This analysis

suggests that at least two different design approaches can be adopted to improve the speed

of the basic latched comparator. Section 3.5.2 presents a 6-bit comparator design which is
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based on over-driving the latch at its input. Finally in section 3.5.3, a new approach mat

employs negative feedback in the preamplifier section of the comparator to speed up

recovery time is presented [34].
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3.5.1 An Analysis on the Simple Latched Comparator

An MOS version of the bipolar latched comparator of figure 3.37 is shown in figure

3.38. An input S/H is added such that the sampling instant is well defined. During the

period when <J>i is high, the input is tracked by the two sampling capacitors, and the out

put voltage is regenerated by the positive feedback loop to one of the two stable states

according to the sign of the previous sample. Then the input signal is sampled and

transferred to the gate of A/7 and AYg when $2 goes high. The length of time that $2 has

to be kept high depends on the signal delay through the input differential pair and it will

be referred to as the acquisition time r^. The length of time that <|>i has to be kept high

depends on the regeneration speed of the positive feedback loop (tng). In high-speed

applications, only a two-phase 50%-duty clock scheme is practical because it can be gen

erated by using a differentia] pair. If a 50% duty clock is assumed, then

toeing (3.40)

.when the comparator is operating at maximum speed. In this section we will solve for tac

and tn8i and conclude with a design curve for this simple comparator.

To simplify hand calculations, we assume that the delays in the MOS S/H and the

clock rise-fall time are zero. The two equivalent circuits in figure 3.39a and b represent

the differential-mode half-circuit for figure 3.38 when <fri and $2 are turned on respec

tively. To calculate tngt we can refer to figure 3.39a. In figure 3.39a, R is the resistance

looking into the output nodes and C/i represents the differential-mode capacitance loading

the output nodes

C/i = Cgs^+ACgdi^+Cgd^Csbw+Coni^Cdbi^Cgdjjt (3.41)

« 34/F

The differential equation that governs the dynamics of the positive feedback loop is
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Fig. 3.39b Differential-mode half-circuit of figure 3.38 when <f> is high.



The solution to this equation is

vo(0 = v^fejexp 8mym
C/i

140

-li) (3.43)

where V0{tec) is the initial voltage at the output when e>i first goes high. Since tng is the

time required for the output voltage to reach Vjbai, it follows that

Vobac) = Vyfofl/exp
gwitg li _ 1

r"»"T" P gwn42R (3.44)

To solve for tngt we need to know v0(tac).

In figure 3.39b, R is again the output resistance of the differentia] pair Mj and M%.

Ca is the capadtive loading at the output

C/2 —ICgd^Q+Cdbiiji+Csbw+CgdgiB+Cgdffi+Cdlnfi (3.45)

-40/F

The initial output voltage (Vk) when $2 goes high is -5V (digital output of the previous

sample). During 4>2> the input sample stored in Cs is dumped onto the inputs of the dif

ferential pair. Under worst-case condition, the differential input voltage is +V/^. From

figure 3.39b, it can be shown that

Vobae) = (gmjffiVisb-Vic) 1-exp M\ + vfc (3.46)

Using equation 3.40, 3.44 and 3.46 and assuming gmmrSmyrgmt

Vfiiaflxp -'«%feR) - (gmRVbb-Vic) [-A*&}\ = (3.47)

Newton's method can be used to solve for fe in equation 3.47 and the solution is plotted

in figure 3.40 for different values of gmR and Vub (input resolution B ranges 1 to 10).
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In figure 3.40, t^ approaches » for gmR^l because the positive feedback loop gain

is less than 1. t^ has minima at gmR=2 and it increases monotonically as gmR increases.

If gmR is 4.5 and V^b is 31mV, equivalent to 6-bit resolution, fc equals 850ps. Since we

have neglected the delays in the S/H which is roughly equal to the rise and fall times of

the clock (tdod^lSOps), the maximum sampling rate is

/"-*- i(tJteM) <3-48>

« SOOMS/s

SPICE Simulation of the Simple Latched Comparator

To verify the design curve in figure 3.40, the transient response of the circuit in fig

ure 3.38 is simulated using SPICE with a 500MHz two-phase dock. The simulated results

are presented in figure 3.41a to d. The input, which is over-driven by -2V, +31mV, -2V,

-31mV, etc., and clock waveforms are shown in figure 3.41a. The input voltage V*,, the

sampled signal Vs and the input to the differential pair v#(f) are shown in figure 3.41b

using an expanded scale. The simulated output voltage v0(t) in figure 3.41c shows that the

comparator latches onto the correct state during 4>i and that the comparator exhibits no

memory of the previous sample, even when the previous sample is over-driven by the full-

scale voltage (-2V). Finally, figure 3.41d plots the output waveform when it changes from

-5V to +5V (2ns<t<4ns). The output voltage became positive at the 3ns mark. This

implies that t^ equals Ins which is predicted by the above analysis and the design curve in

figure 3.40 is accurate enough.

Figure 3.40 suggests that there are at least two ways to improve the speed of the

simple latched comparator. First, we can use a preamplifier to over-drive the latch at the

input - equivalent to decreasing B. Secondly, we can reduce the output resistance of the

latch - equivalent to decreasing gmR- In fact a combination of these two methods may

prove beneficial. In the following sections, we will present two improved comparator

designs based on these approaches.



Fig. 3.41 SPICE simulation of the simple latched comparator in figure 3.38.
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In summary, the maximum sampling rate of the simple latched comparator is

iOOMS/s, with a delay through the comparator of 2ns.
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3.5.2 Open-Loop Preamplifier with Reset + Latch

In this section, we investigate the use of a preamplifier to increase the drive to the

simple latched comparator. Most bipolar latched comparators have one to two preamplifier

stages [29] [30] because cascading more open-loop amplifiers would result in substantial

bandwidth shrinkage. Since these bipolar comparators are usually used without an input

S/H and they rely on the positive feedback latch to define the sampling instant, the

bandwidth of the preamplifier must be kept as high as possible. If the input has frequency

components higher than the bandwidth of the preamplifier, those components would have

a different phase shift at the output of the preamplifier. The problem would be enhanced

if the preamplifier is driven into saturation at the same time. In general, these non-linear

effects when referred back to the input constitute sampling delay and aperture jitter in the

comparator.

In MOS, we can correct the above problem by using an input S/H; then which

preamplifier configuration is fastest in over-driving the simple latched comparator? If

another differentia] pair is added between the input S/H and the latched comparator in

figure 3.38, the acquisition time of the resulted comparator would increase. Since the out

put of the added differential pair is also over-driven during the previous sample, the delay

through the added differential pair is comparable to the delay of through transistor Mj

and A/8 and the combined delay from the input to the output of the comparator is actually

worse than that of the simple latched comparator. In order for input overdrive to work,

the speed of the preamplifier must be much faster than that of the simple differential pair.

In section 5.3, we learned that the delay through a cascade of open-loop amplifiers is

greatly reduced if MOS switches are used to reset the internal nodes of the cascade. In

this section, we investigate the use of a cascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset to

improve the acquisition time of the comparator.

Consider the design in figure 3.42, where two differential pairs with common-mode

feedback are added between the input S/H and the latched comparator. Source followers

are used at the output to reduce loading capacitance and to isolate any switching transients

generated from M$\ and Msi from the positive feedback loop. During 4>i, the input

waveform is sampled, the positive feedback loop is enabled through Af26 and the outputs
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Fig. 3.42 Complete schematic of a comparator using open-loop preamplifiers with

reset-switch and regenerative output latch.
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of the preamplifier are reset to zero by turning on M39 and A/40 During <t>2 the preamplif

ier quickly establishes a signal at its output which drives the drains of A/19 and A/20 from

its initial voltage (-5V) to an intermediate voltage according to the sign of the input. As

4>i goes high again, positive feedback would latch onto the intermediate voltage, and

regenerate the outputs to their final digital states.

We can use SPICE to simulate the delay in the preamplifier, but this configuration is

similar to the one considered in section 5.3 - except that the output voltage of the last

stage is not reset to zero when <fc goes high. Therefore, with minor changes to

program A-5, we can use it to simulate the delay through the preamplifier - by setting the

initial condition of the last stage to -5V. The output of program AS is shown in figure

3.43. The output of the third stage crosses over to the positive side in 330ps.

Program A-5 neglects the effect of finite clock rise-fall time and assumes the reset

switches added zero parasitic capacitance. Reset-switches actually contribute to about 10%

of the total capacitive loading. The estimated delay in the preamplifier is equal to

330psxl.l+150ps=510ps. Thus the two extra stages of open-loop amplification increase

the sampling rate by a factor of two.

SPICE is used to verify the above design using a two-phase 1GHz clock. Outputs

from this simulation is presented in figure 3.44a to 3.44d. The input waveform used in

this simulation is similar to the one in the previous section where the overdrive voltages

are -2V, +31mV, -2V, -31mV, etc. Inputs and clock waveforms are plotted in figure

3.44a. The output waveform plotted in figure 3.44c clearly shows that the comparator

made the correct decisions. Figure 3.44d shows that the delay of the preamplifier is 470ps

which is in agreement with the above estimation.

If the two added open-loop amplifier stages with reset can improve the sampling rate

of the simple latched comparator from 500MSfe to IGS/s, what is the optimum number of

stage for this configuration? According to program A-5 the optimum number of pream

plifier stages is 5 and the simulated result corresponding to this case is presented in .figure

3.45. In figure 3.45, the output of the sixth stage crosses over to the positive side in

270ns; this represents only a 60ps improvement over the 2-stage design (refer to figure
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Fig. 3.44 SPICE simulation of the comparator in figure 3.42.
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3.43). The expected maximum sampling rate for the 5-stage preamplifier design should

approach 1.2GS/S. The penalty for this design ishigher power dissipation.

In the next section, negative feedback is used to reduce the output impedance of the

latch. It is shown that the maximum sampling rate for such a design also approaches

1.2GS/s but with a power dissipation lower than the 5-stage preamplifier design of this
section.
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3.5.3 Feedback Preamplifier + Latch

Figure 3.40 suggests that the speed of the simple latched comparator can be

increased by reducing the output resistance of the latch. This means reducing the gain of

the differential pair to about 2. This can be accomplished either by using an inverter ratio

other than one, or by using an enhancement-mode load. However, both methods have

their disadvantages. In this section we resort to negative feedback since it can trade open-

loop gain for bandwidth and reduce the input-output impedance of an amplifier.

Figure 3.46 is the complete schematic of the latched comparator. The preamplifier

section of this comparator, M-j to A/22, has the same configuration as that of the BASF-

amp in section 2.3. The circuit is functionally similar to the comparator in the previous

section (fig. 3.42). They share the same clocking scheme, the same output buffer design

and the same input S/H design. Instead of using reset switches to speed up over-drive

recovery, this design employs negative feedback to inject part of the output signal (of the

previous sample) to the internal nodes of the amplifier. The acquisition time of die com

parator is determined by the bandwidth of the BASF-amp and the regeneration time is

given by equation 3.43. Since the gain of the BASF-amp is controlled by the the ratio

m7,8 and the normalized gain-bandwidth product of the amplifier is a constant, thewidth

of the feedback source follower stage A#n and M& is optimized such that the acquisition

time equals the regeneration time when the latch is driven under the worst-case condition.

Compensation capacitors (Cci and CC2) are needed to suppress ringing at the amplifier

outputs. In this particular design W73 is 10u.ro, W\ij2 is 1.5u,ro and Cei=Ce2=10fF.

The dc biasing of the circuit in figure 3.46 is somewhat unconventional. During 4)2,

the common-mode voltage of the amplifier is controlled by the common-mode feedback

loop. When <f>i is enabled, the current in the Cascode current source is controlled by A/21

and A/22 which are of the same size as transistor A/9 and M10. According to SPICE simu

lations, this switching back and forth between common-mode feedback and tracking bias

does not affect the operation of the comparator.

SPICE is used to simulate the transient response of this comparator, and the simu

lated results are presented in figure 3.47a to 3.47d. The input and the dock waveforms
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Fig. 3.47 SPICE simulation of the comparator in figure 3.46.
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plotted in figure 3.47a and b are identical to those plotted in figure 3.44a and b of the

previous section. A 1GHz clock is again used in this simulation. The output waveform in

figure 3.47c not only showed that the comparator is functioning properly, but this design

is faster than the one in the last section. Figure 3.47d shows the comparator output when

it is making a transition from -5V to +5V while the input is over-driven by V&. The out

put became positive in only 390ps after the clock transition. This implies that the max

imum sampling rate of this comparator is 1.2GSfe and the comparator delay is about

830ps.
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3.6 Performance Summary and Condosion

In this chapter, four basic comparator configurations that are suitable for the MOS

technology have been investigated, and eight different comparators have been designed

based on these four configurations. Table 3.1 summarizes the simulated performance of

these comparators. The design principle established by this work are as follow:

1. Cascade of open-loop amplifiers - The comparison delay as predicted in figure 3.13

to 3.15 is surprising because the findings are contrary to conventional practice in the

design of comparators in this configuration. Figure 3.14 and 3.15 suggested that the

optimal gain per stage is about 3 and as gmR is increased, the comparison delay

increases significantly. Most conventional comparator designs are basically uncom

pensated operational amplifiers with two stages of open-loop gain at 40dB per stage.

This is why the delay assodated with such designs are typically about 20ns [37]. The

speed of this type of comparator can be improved if we use more stages and less gain

per stage (refer to figure 3.13).

2. Cascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset - The comparator delay of this configura

tion is predicted in figure 3.25 and 3.27. Figure 3.25 is for the case when gmR is 4.5

while 3.27 is for the case when gmR is infinite. Figure 3.8 suggests that the com

parison time decreases monotonically as gmR approaches infinity and that if gmR is

greater than 10, it can be treated as infinite. The result shown in figure 3.27a is then

somewhat surprising. Although gmR-00* we still require a large number of stages in

order that we reach the optimal design. Most existing comparators based on this con

figuration have three to five stages. As seen from figure 3.27a, an optimal 16-bit

comparator should have 14 stages and a per-stage gain of at least 10!

3. Pipeline of differential amplifiers • The dock rate of this configuration depends on

the settling time of the differential amplifiers used. Since the MOS T/H added addi

tional capadtive loading onto the output nodes of the amplifiers, designs with a low

output resistance settle faster. Both the output source follower buffer and the
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COMPARATOR CONFIGURATION
RATE

MS/s
DELAY

ps

POWER

mW

1 : Cascade of open—loop amplifiers 600 1500 96

II : Cascade of open—loop amplifiers with reset 870 570 128

HJa : Pipeline of open—loop amplifier 300 6600 64

1Mb : Pipeline of ASF-amp 770 2600 160

lllc : Pipeline of BASF-amp 1100 1800 192

IVa : Simple latched comparator 500 2000 16

IVb : Open—loop preamplifier + latch 1100 900 60

IVc : Feedback preamplifier + Latch 1200 830 52

TABLE 3.1 Summary of comparator performances.
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negative feedback in the BASF-amp contributed to the reduction of its output resis

tance, and therefore the BASF-amp is preferred in this configuration.

4. Preamplifier + regenerative latch • the acquisition time of the simple latched com

parator is shown in figure 3.40 which suggested that the two methods can be used to

improve its speed performance - by either overdriving the latched comparator at its

input or by reducing the output resistance of the latch. Both methods are explored in

section 3.5. Negative feedback and reset-switches are two effective circuit techniques

in the MOS technology to reduce the overdrive recovery of an amplifier.

Table 3.1 summarizes the preformance of the eight examples of a 6-bit comparator in

this technology. Comparator-I has the worst overall performance. Comparator-II has the

shortest comparison delay. Comparator-m and comparator-IV have the highest sampling

rate (exceeding IGS/s). Besides speed considerations, power consumption also plays an

important role in dedding which configuration is more suitable. The simple latched com

parator consumes the least power, however with a moderate increase in power, the sam

pling rate of comparator-IVc is increased by a factor of 2.
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Chapter 4 Experimentation

In this chapter, experimental results are presented to support the theories presented

in chapter 2 and 3. Four amplifiers and eight comparators have been considered in chapter

2 and chapter 3 respectively. Not all of these designs were fabricated and tested because

the experiment was planned months before the completion of the theory itself. The circuit

configurations of the feedback amplifier and the latched comparator presented in this

chapter are similar to that of the BASF-amp in section 2.3 and that of the feedback-

preamplifier latched comparator in section 3.5.3, respectively. These two circuit confi

gurations have the best speed performance among those considered in this report.

For high frequency measurements, it is necessary to drive 50O transmission lines.

This chapter begins by first presenting a 50(1 output buffer that has a loss of 3dB, a small

signal bandwidth of 3.5GHz and an input capacitance of 120fF. In section 4.2, the meas

ured insertion gain of the feedback amplifier is 9dB with a 1.17GHz bandwidth when

driving the input capacitance of the 50(1 output buffer. Section 4.3 presents the measured

results of the latched comparator. At 750 MS/s, the achieved input resolution of the com

parator is 5 bits. The output signal amplitude is lVp-p and the measured error rate is less

than 10~9. Although the measured speed performance of the latched comparator is worse

than that predicted by SPICE simulation, this result is already the fastest ever reported for

a MOS technology. This comparator was reported at ISSCC 1985 [34].
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4.1 A 3.5GHz SOf} Output Buffer

la a test system, the measurement equipments are usually located at a few feet from

the circuit under test. This distance is longer than the wavelength of the high frequency

test signal, therefore the system components cannot be treated as lumped elements. 50(1

transmission lines such as coaxial cables must be used to bring high frequency signals to

and from the test circuit. To minimize reflections, most high frequency measurement

equipments have 50(1 terminal impedance. Because of this, it is necessary to fabricate on-

chip output buffers that can drive the 50(1 load.

Figure 4.1 is the schematic of the output buffer which has a CD-CS configuration

(section 2.2.2). The width of the source follower Wf is 200p.m and the width of the out

put inverter W^ is 400p.m. The supply voltages (+2.5V and -3V) are chosen such that

the dc transfer curve goes through the point where Vin=Vout=0V. This way, no dc power

is delivered to the 50(1 load from the output buffer, and the system is dc coupled at both

the input and the output. The measured dc transfer curve and gain of the 50(1 loaded out

put buffer is shown in figure 4.2. From figure 4.2, the maximum output voltage swing

across the 50(1 load is 2.5Vp-p. This implies that the maximum output power of this

buffer is 12.4dBm.

The measured and the simulated frequency response of the output buffer are shown

in figure 4.3a and 4.3b respectively. The dominant RC time constant of this circuit is at

the output node of the source follower and the RC time constants at both the input and

the output of the buffer are neglectable. The measured bandwidth of the output buffer is

3.5GHz which is higher than the simulated bandwidth of 3GHz. This discrepancy can

easily be accounted for because the measured effective channel length of this wafer is

0.9p.m.

The input impedance of a source follower is given by equation 2.14. Figure 2.13 is

the simulated input capadtance of a source follower. According to SPICE simulation, the

input capadtance is at 0.6/F/jim, therefore the input capadtance of the 50(1 output buffer
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is about 120fF.

Because of its wide bandwidth, this output buffer has been successfully incorporated

into the measurement systems of the amplifier and the comparator in section 4.2 and 4.3

respectively.
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4.2 A 1.17GHx Wide-Band Feedback Amplifier

A variation of the BASF-amp has been fabricated and tested at high frequencies. Its

design is shown in figure 4.4. Transistor A#i is the input transconductance stage and

transistor A/2 together with the feedback transistor Mf form the trans-resistance stage.

Transistor Me and M-j are source follower buffers that serve to reduce the capadtive load

ings at the two high impedance nodes of the amplifier. Compared to the BASF-amp in fig

ure 2.28b, this design has two minor differences. First, the gate of the feedback transistor

Mf is connected to the drain of Mi instead of to the output of the source follower A/7.

Therefore the delay in the feedback loop is reduced and its is not necessary to include any

compensation capadtor to suppress overshoot in the amplifier step response. Secondly,

the width of transistor A/4 and Mi is reduced to 6\im such that the power dissipation in

the amplifier is reduced. This results in a slight compromise in the amplifier frequency

response.

To test the amplifier frequency response, an output buffer is required to isolate the

feedback amplifier from the 50ft load. The measurement setup is shown in figure 4.5. An

identical output buffer fabricated on-chip is used as a reference for calibration. Losses due

to the output buffer, the coaxial cables, and the package are subtracted from the measure

ment. The difference between the amplitude response of channel 1 and 2 in dB represents

the insertion gain of the feedback amplifier when it is driving the input capadtance of the

•output buffer which is 120fF. This capadtive loading is equivalent to a fanout of 5 because

the input capadtance of the feedback amplifier is 24fF. Figure 4.6 shows the die-photo of

the feedback amplifier together with its 50ft output buffer. Figure 4.7a is the measured

amplifier insertion gain. The gain of the amplifier is 9dB and the bandwidth of the amplif

ier is 1.17GHz.

To correlate the measured results to SPICE simulations, the setup in figure 4.5 was

simulated. The simulated amplifier insertion gain in figure 4.7b is lOdB and the simulated

bandwidth is 1.4GHz. Both the measured amplifier gain and bandwidth are lower than
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those of simulation because the actual channel length of the transistors is less than l\im.

Because of this, the gmr0 of the transistors is lower than expected and the input capaci

tance of the output buffer is increased according to equation 2.15. This increases the capa

dtive loading at the amplifier output node where frequency limitation occurs.

Figure 4.8 is the measured noise figure of the feedback amplifier at room tempera

ture. In this measurement, two feedback amplifiers and a 50ft output buffer are connected

in series. An external 50ft resistor shunting the amplifier input to ground is used to

guarantee 50ft match. An HP-8970A noise figure meter which has a 50ft terminal

impedance is used in the measurement system. The measured 1/f noise corner is around

30MHz and the measured thermal noise component is 3dB above the SPICE simulated

value shown in figure 2.33.

Since the measured amplifier performances correspond to simulated values using

SPICE, the performances of the four amplifiers predicted in chapter 2 are reasonable. The

configuration of this feedback amplifier is incorporated in the latched comparator of the

next section.
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Fig. 4.8 Measured noise figure of the feedback amplifier.
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4.3 A 750MS/s Latched Comparator

Based on the configuration of Comparator-IVc in section 3.5.3, a high-speed com

parator has been designed, fabricated, and tested at high frequencies. This comparator

was designed for application in a 4-bit flash A/D converter. The circuit schematic of the

latched comparator is shown in figure 4.9. The preamplifier of this comparator (M\ to

J/23) is the differential version of the feedback amplifier in the last section. Compared to

Comparator-IVc in figure 3.46, this design has the following minor modifications:

1 The gates of the feedback transistors A/13 and A/14 are connected to the drains of the

second gain stage M19 and A/20 instead of to the sources of the output source fol

lowers. This improves the phase margin of the feedback loop and the overshoot in

the preamplifier step response is acceptable even if Cc equals zero.

2 The width of the transistor A/15 to A/25 is 5am instead of 10am. This resulted in a

reduction of dc power dissipation which is important since there are 15 comparators

in a 4-bit flash A/D converter.

3 The bias voltages Vbi and Vb2 are generated using replica biasing which are shared

by the 15 comparators in a 4-bit flash A/D converter. The advantage of this biasing

scheme over the original common-mode feedback biasing in figure 3.46 is that the dc

power dissipation is reduced. The disadvantage is that the common-mode signal at

the comparator outputs is more sensitive to the dc level of the clock 4>i and 4>2-

4 The input stage of the latched comparator is a cascode configuration which is driven

by an input T/H instead of an input S/H as in figure 3.46. The cascode transistors

A/5 and A/6 are needed to isolate the drains of M\ and A/2 from the feedback transis

tors A/13 and A/14 because the feedback signal can corrupt the input sample stored at

the input capacitance of the differential pair.
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5 The two output S/H in figure 3.46 are removed from this test circuit to facilitate

monitoring the waveform at the outputs of the positive feedback latch with 50ft out

put buffers.

A test IC which integrates the high-speed comparator, two 50ft output buffers and a

clock buffer was fabricated. The measurement setup is shown in figure 4.10. The clock

buffer generates the two-phase 50% duty clocks from a single ECL dock. The output

buffer is similar to the 50ft buffer in section 4.1 which drives off-chip 50ft load. A

2Gbits/s pseudo-random pattern generator and an error detector are used to ensure that

the error rate of the comparator is less than 10~9 during a measurement. A die-photo of

the latched comparator is shown in figure 4.11.

The measured waveforms of the latched comparator at 250MS/s and 750MS/S are

shown in figure 4.12. The upper trace is the input waveform which is a periodic NRZ

(Non Return to Zero) data pattern (101100111000...). The center trace is the output

waveform which has a lVp-p swing. The bottom trace is the system clock which controls

the sampling rate of the comparator. Figure 4.12 clearly demonstrates the functionality of

the comparator. An input over-drive voltage of ±80mV (160mVp-p) is required when the

comparator is sampling at 750MSfo. The measured input common-mode range of the com

parator is ±1.5V. If a full-scale input voltage Vfi of 2.5V is assumed, this comparator

achieves a 5-bit input resolution at 750MS/s. A measured eye-diagram at 750MS/s is

shown in figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 summarized the measured input resolution at various

sampling frequencies.

Computer simulation of the comparator test circuit in figure 4.10 shows that input

resolution of this IC should be better than 6 bits at 750MS/S (V&>=31mV). After careful

investigations, the problem can be traced to an unexpected error in the the layout of the

actual test circuit. The actual width of transistor A/21 and A/30 » less than the desired

value which is 10am. This degrades the regeneration speed of the latch (A/24 and A/25)

which can be seen from figure 4.12. At 750MS/S, the input of the comparator have to be

over-driven with 80mV such that the output amplitude is large enough to drive the error

detector which requires a lVp-p input signal.
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Fijr. 4.11 Die-photo of the latched comparator.
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Fig. 4.12 Measured -waveforms of the latched comparator at 250MS/S and 750MS/s.
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OUTPUT EYE DIAGRAM
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Fig. 4.13 Measured output eye-diagram at 750MS/s.
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Measured input resolution of the latched comparator.
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Although the measured input resolution is 2.6 times lower than the simulated value,

this performance is already the fastest ever reported for a MOS technology [34]. Based on

Comparator-IVc, a 4-bit flash A/D converter is being designed. This A/D is expected to

sample at IGS/s.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

This research represents a comprehensive study on the design of wide-band amplif

iers and high-speed voltage comparators in a l\tm NMOS technology. In particular, this

work has contributed to the understanding and to the design philosophy behind high-speed

voltage comparators. This study suggested that on-chip voltage amplification up to 2GHz

and voltage comparison up to IGS/s are possible, and that the short channel NMOS tech

nology is suitable for realizing high-frequency but low resolution analog circuits such as

4-bit flash A/D converters and optical repeaters.

Experimentally, we have demonstrated a 1.17GHz bandwidth amplifier and a

750MS/s latched comparator. The amplifier has a voltage gain of 9dB when driving 120fF

of on-chip capacitance (equivalent to a fanout of 5.) The comparator achieves 5 bits of

input resolution at 750MS/s. Because this circuit employs a differential S/H at the input to

define the sampling time, sampling ambiguity or phase jitter of the comparator is only a

function of the phase noise in the clock. Since the bandwidth of the S/H is about 3GHz, it

is not necessary to band-limit the input signal to below the Nyquist frequency. Power dis

sipation for a single comparator is about 35mW, and therefore a 4-bit flash A/D employ

ing this comparator design is expected to dissipate less than 1.5W of power.

Because of the low transistor gain gmr0i it is difficult to design highly accurate wide

band amplifiers (chapter 2) or high-speed operational amplifiers in this technology. The

situation in CMOS is slightly better because the cascode configuration can be used to

obtain higher voltage gain in a single stage. Conventional MOS analog circuits such as

switched-capacitor filters and charge-redistribution A/D converters are more easily imple

mented in a CMOS technology. However, as channel length is reduced to improve transis

tor fr, gmr<> decreases dramatically in this technology also. In order to ensure an op-amp

gain larger than 80dB, a triple or even quadruple CMOS cascode may have to be used.

This approach may render the op-amp useless in terms of common-mode range. Since the

gmr0 of a scaled bipolar transistor can easily exceed 500, it would only seem natural to

merge bipolar and MOS into one technology. Having both high current gain (for S/H) and
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high voltage gain (for op-amp), perhaps BiCMOS is the logical technology for high-

frequency and high-resolution analog circuits.
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A-l Measured Transistor DC Characteristics and Capacitances

In this appendix, measured dc characteristics of the enhancement and depletion mode

l|im MOS transistor are presented. The enhancement and the depletion threshold voltages

are IV and -1.5V, respectively. The drawn channel width is 50pm and the measured

effective channel length is 0.9S\im for both transistors. The gate oxide was measured to

be 0.02\im thick.

Figures A-la and A-lb show the I-V characteristics of the two transistors. In figure

A-2, measured saturation current (Idsat) versus V8S is plotted along with the transistor

tranconductance (gm). From figure A-2a, maximum transistor gm is about SSmS/mm. Li

figure A-3, measured output resistance (r0) of the two transistors is presented. Figure A-

4 is the measured back-gate transconductance (gmb) of the two devices. Figure A-5, is the

measured transistor capacitance [13] at various bias voltages. The cross-section of a typical

MOS transistor is shown in figure A-6 illustrating intrinsic device and parasitic capaci

tances. Finally, all important measured device and parasitic parameters are summarized

in Table A-l where the transistor operating point is assumed to be at Vcy—Vj«1.5V and

Vas=2.5V.
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Enhoncement-mode MOS with W«50um ond Leff«0.95um.
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Fig. A-l Measured transistor I-V characteristics.
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Enhoncement-mode MOS with W«50um ond Leff*0.95um.
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Fig. A-2 Measured transistor transconductance and saturation current.
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Enhoncement—mode MOS with W-50um ond Leff-0.95um.
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Enhoncement-mode MOS with W«50um ond Leff«0.95um
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Fig. A-5 Measured normalized transistor capacitance.
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Fig. A-6 Cross section of a MOS transistor showing parasitic and intrinsic capaci

tances.
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Porositic Copoeitonees Device Copoeitonees

C field 0.057ir/umf Cox 1.7 IF/um2

Cjdoop 0.11 ir/um2 Cgs
•

1.05fF/um

CjSWdMp 0.5fT/um Cgsol 0.15tT/um

w J•hollow 0.45lT/um2 Cgd
•

0.2 fr/um

CJSW shadow 0.6 IF/um Cgdol 0.15fr/um

♦ Leff«1um Vgs-Vt«1.5V Vds-2.5V

Table A—1a Summary of Parasitic and Device Capacitances.

Enhancement Depletion

gm 78 mS/mm 81 mS/mm

ro 157 ohm»mm 112 ohm*mm

gmb 1.2 mS/mm 1.26 mS/mm

Vt 1 V -1.5 V

Vgs-Vt-1.5V Vds-2.5V Vsb—5V Leff-lum

Table A-1b Summary of Measured Device Small Signal
DC Parameters.
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A-2 Spice MOS Level-Hi Input Parameters

Computer simulation is a powerful tool in integrated circuit design, especially for

high frequency circuits which are essentially impossible to breadboard. In mis research,

the circuit simulation program SPICE version 2G.5 was used. The accuracy of the transis

tor model used in Spice deserves some attention.

In SPICE version 2G.S, there are three MOS transistor models. Models 1 and 2 are

for long channel MOS transistors, and are not applicable to our situation. Although MOS

level-in model [12] was intended for channel lengths below 2\im, parameters used in the

model have to be changed from their measured or extracted values before good fitting

results are obtained.

Using selected values for \l0* ©» and* v^ in model-Ill, the simulated drain current

can be made to fit well in the triode region. However in the saturation region, the simu

lated drain current does not fit measured device I-V characteristics. Device output con

ductance is controlled by two model parameters, KAPPA and ETA. KAPPA is used to

model the channel shortening effect and ETA is used in the electro-static feedback model.

Best fit model for the E-device is presented in figure B-l, with the input model parame

ters and small-signal table listed in table B-l. Measured device I-V characteristics are also

included for comparison. With ETA=0.18 and KAPPA=0, level-in seems to generate

good overall fit. Unfortunately a programming error exists in the electro-static feedback

model which causes the output conductance r0 in the extracted small signal table to be

much smaller than that obtained from large signal dc analysis. This causes serious prob

lems in ac analysis. To bypass the problem for ac analysis, Eta is set to zero and KAPPA

is used to fit the output conductance around the desired operating point

(Vcs-Vr=1.5V and Vds=2.5V). Figure B-2 is the best fit result when KAPPA=0.8 is

used. Notice that output conductance is overestimated at high Vgs~Vt- Simulated I-V

curves for the depletion device using either ETA or KAPPA is shown in figure B-3 and

B-4 respectively. Tables B-3 and B-4 contain the corresponding input model parameters
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and small-signal table.

In conclusion,- the MOS input model parameters summarized in table B-2 and B-4 are

used in small signal ac analysis so that the extracted small signal modsl has the correct

value for r0. However, when doing dc analysis and transient analysis, the parameters in

table B-l and B-3 can be used to give better overall simulation results.
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lum E-MOS I-V (ETR-.18)
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Fig. B-l Simulated E-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with ETA=0.18.

Model Cord:
.MODEL MEKH KHOS (LEVEL-3 VT0-.76 CCSO-1SOP CGDO-30QP 0CBO138P
♦ RSH»15 CJ-17QU CJSVMQQP TOX-.02U NSUB»2E16 XJ-.2U LD-.15U UC-700
♦ VMMC-1.30E5 NFS-IEIO THETA-.116 KAPPAND GAMMA*.235 XOC-.27 EIA-.18
♦ AF-1 KF-6E-28

Operating Point Information:
0«*" MOSTETS

0 Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 K6
OMODEL MEKH MEKH MEKH MEKH MEKH MEKH

ZD 2.466-03 5.92«-03 9.81«-03 1.39*-02 1.77a-02 4.12tt-03
VCS 2.000 3.000 4.000 5*000 6.000 2.500
VDS 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500
VBS -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000
VW 0.795 0.605 0.817 0.829 0.840 0.600
VDSAT 0.870 1.288 1.603 1.867 2.106 1.098
CM 3.41«-03 4.12«-03 4.42«-03 4.57a-03 3.74a-03 3.85«-03
COS 2.73O-05 3.94«-05 4.80a-05 5.50a-05 3.39a-03 3.40«-OS
GMB 9.97O-05 1.24a-04 1.37a-04 1.4Sa-04 1.30a-04 1.14a-C4
CBD 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 0. m*O0 0. •♦00 0. •♦OO 0. •♦OO

CBS 0. •♦00 0. •♦CO 0. •♦00 0. •♦CO 0. •♦©0 0. 9*00
CSSOVL 7.50a-15 7.50a-15 7.50a-13 7.50«-15 7.50«-15 7.50a-15
CCDOVL 1.50a-14 1.50a-14 1.50a-14 1.50a-14 1.50«-14 1.50«-14
CSBOVL 1.36a-16 1.38a-16 1.38a-16 1.38a-16 1.38a-16 1.38a-16
CCS 5.76«-14 5.76«-14 5.76a-14 5.76a-14 S.75a-14 5.76a-14
CCD 0. •♦00 0. •♦CO 0. 9*00 0. •♦00 2.09a-15 0. •♦00
CSB 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 0. •♦CO 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00 0. a^M

Extracted output cenductonco 60S to too omatl whon comporod with
.dc output in figure B-11

Table B-1 Spice .MODEL Card and Operating Point
Informations with ETA=0.18.
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Fig. B-2 Simulated E-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with

KAPPA=0.75.

Model Card:
.MODEL MENH NMOS (LEVEL=3 VTO=.76 CCS0=150P CCTO>300P CCBO=138P
♦ RSH=1S CJ»170U CJSW=500P TOX-.02U NSUB>2E16 XJ-.2U LD=.15U UO-700
♦ VMAX«1.30E5 NFSslElO lHETfc».116 KAPPA-.75 GAMMA<*.235 XCjO.27
♦ AF«1 KF=6E-28

Operating Point Information:
0««" MOSTETS

0 Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6
OMODEL MENH MENH MENH MENH MENH MENH
ID 2.10«-03 5.75e-03 9.66a—03 1.35«-02 1.72a-02 3.85a-03
vcs 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 2.500
VDS 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500
VBS -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000
vm 1.001 1.002 1.004 1.005 1.007 1.001
VDSAT 0.758 1.213 1.546 1.821 2.066 1.007
CM 3.44e-03 4.16a-03 4.28a-03 4.19a-03 3.81«-03 3.94«-03
CDS 1.54O-04 4.94«-04 9.13O-04 1.39O-03 2.80O-03 3.11«-04
GMB 1.00e-04 1.26e-04 1.350-04 1.37a-04 l.Slo-04 1.17«-04
CBD 0. •♦00 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00
CBS 0. •♦OO 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00

CCSOVL 7.50e-15 7.50©-15 7.50«-15 7.50«-lS 7.50«-lS 7.50a-IS
CCDOVL 1.50«-14 l.S0a-14 l.S0a-14 1.50«-14 l.SOo-14 1.50a-14
CCBOVL 1.38e-16 1.38o-16 1.36a-16 1.3B«-16 1.38e-16 1.38e-16
CCS 5.76«-14 5.76a-14 S.7o«-14 5.76a-14 S.75o-14 5.76a-14
CCD 0. •♦OO 0. •♦OO 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 1.27o-15 0. •♦00
CCB 0. •♦OO 0. a*00 0. •♦CO 0. •♦00 0. •♦00 0. •♦00

Output Conduetoneo ot lorgoVgo-Vt to ovorottimotod by tho modol.

Table B-2 Spice .MODEL CARD and Operating Point
Informations with KAPPA=0.75.
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lum D-MOS I-V (ETA-.24)

♦t.or-ox

♦t.sc-ez -

OZ ♦t.tc-ez

77T ! | —-fc—— a,
>//^ | B^ .——f—•— -^— " .

'#>-^-'=' i ' j—:—
"• * . i . i . > . i . i . i . i . i .

M

♦4.0E-OJ

♦o.eetm
♦o.ec^es ♦i.orae ♦s.o&toa ♦i.o*»ee •m.bc+ob ♦s.

Vds (V)

Fig. B-3 Simulated D-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with ETA=0.24.

Model Card:
Mnnrr unn> lies fLEVELs3 VIO»-1.74 CCSO=150P CCD0-300P CGBO-138P:^Sl?CJ«5SoU SI^SOOP TO^.02U NSUB=2E16 XJ-.2U I^.ISU UO»740

* VMjSil.2E5 KFS»SlO ffiEXMO KAPPAS GM*IA=.23S XQO.27 E1A-.24
♦ AF«1 KF=6E-28

Operating Point Information:
0***« MOSFETS

0
OMODEL
ID
VCS
VDS
VBS
VTH
VDSAT
GM
CDS
GMB
CBD
CBS
CCSOVL
CCDOVL
CCBOVL
CCS
COD
CCB

Ml
MDEP
2.91«-03

-0.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.772
0.818

3.66a-03
4.37e-05
l.OSa-04
0. •♦00

0. •♦00
7.50«-15
1.50©-14
1.38e-16
5.76e-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦OO

M2
MDEP
6.76e-03

0.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.758
1.078

4.56a-03
4.60«-05
1.21«-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦00
7.50«-15
l.SOtt-14
1.38a-16
5.76«-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦OO

M3
MDEP
1.10a-O2

1.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.741
1.217

4.64a-03
4.4€*-05
1.27a-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦OO
7.50«-15
1.50a-14
1.38a-16
5.76a-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦00

M4
MDEP
1.55a-02

2.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.724
1.302

4.96a-03
3.98e-05
1.28«-04
0. •♦00
0. •♦00
7.50«-15
1.50a-14
1.38a-16
5.76a-14
0. •♦00

0. •♦00

M5
MDEP
2.00«-02

3.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.707
1.358

5.03a-03
3.54«-0S
1.29a-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦00
7.50«-15
1.50a-14
1.38o-16
5.76a-14
0. •♦CO
0. •♦00

Ho

MDEP
4.76e-03

0.
2.500

-5.000
-1.765
0.970

4.30«-03
4.76«-05
1.15a-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦OO
7.50«-15
1.50tt-14
1.38a-16
5.76a-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦CO

Extractod output conductonco CDS lo too omoU whon comporod with
.dc output In figure B—II

Table B-3 Spice .MODEL Card and Operating Point
Informations with ETA=0.24.
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lum D-MOS I-V CKRPPR-.8)

" iL^-«^

// -^

e^Tj •• . —J— _•_-! r. i. .

♦4.0C-03 -

♦e.ae+ea

♦e.ae+ea ♦i.aetea ♦z.ac+ea ♦s.ec+ea ♦♦.ee+ea ♦s.ec+ea

Vds (V)

Fig. B-4 Simulated D-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with
KAPPA=0.8.

Model Card:
.MODEL MDEP NMOS (LEVELS VT0=-1.74 CGSO=150P CGDO*300P CGB0=138P
♦.RSH=15 CJ=170U CJSW=500P TOX=.02U NSUB=2E16 XJ=.2U LD=.15U UO=740
♦ VMAX=1.2E5 NFS=1E10 THETA«=0 KAPPAf.8 GAMMAp.235 XQCb.27 ETA=0
♦ AF=1 KF=6E-28 *^

Operating Point Information:
0"*« MOSFETS

0

OMODEL
ID
VCS
VDS
VBS
vra
VDSAT
CM

CDS
GMB
CBD
CBS
CCSOVL
CCDOVL
CCBOVL
CCS
CCD
CCB

Ml
MDEP
2.39e-03
-0.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.499
0.703

4.010-03
2.170-04
1.10O-04
0. 0*00
0. •♦OO
7.500-15
l.SOo-14
1.3SO-16
5.76o-14
0. •♦OO
0. •♦OO

M2
MDEP
6.660-03

0.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.497
1.022

5.03O-03
7.01O-04
1.350-04
0. o*00
0. •♦OO
7.500-15
1.50O-14
1.38o-16
5.760-14
0. O+OO
0. •♦OO

M3
MDEP
1.13O-02

1.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.495
1.186

5.310-03
1.32O-03
1.400-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦OO
7.500-15
1.500-14
1.380-16
5.760-14
0. •♦OO
0. •♦GO

M4
MDEP
1.61o-02

2.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.494
1.283

5.37O-03
2.04O-03
1.40O-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦OO
7.S0»-15
1.50»-14
1.38o-16
5.76«-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦00

M5
MDEP
2.070-02

3.500
2.500

-5.000
-1.492

5.33o-03
2.90O-03
1.37O-04
0. •♦00
0. •♦OO
7.SOo-IS
1.SO0-14
1.380-16
5.760-14
0. •♦OO
0. •♦00

Wo

MDEP
4.430-03

0.
2.500

-5.000
-1.498
0.891

4.680-03
4.38O-04
1.27O-04
0. •♦OO
0. •♦00
7.SOo-IS
1.500-14
1.380-16
5.760-14
0. •♦00
0. •♦00

Output Conductonco ot largo Vgo-Vt b overestimated bytho modol.

Table B-4 Spice .MODEL CARD and Operating Point
Informations with KAPPA=0.8.
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A-4 SiGMOS Design Rules

The photolithographic .capability of the SiGMOS process assumes a minimum line

width of 1.5jim and a minimum line spacing of 1.5jim. Alignment tolerance between dif

ferent mask levels is 0.75u,m. Based on these figures, the design rules of the SiGMOS

technology are summarized in table D-1. The symbols used in the table are explained as

follows:

Wx: width of z

&y: separation between z and y

Exy: extension of z over y

a: active area, or thin oxide region

b: buried contact

c. metal contact (first layer)

g: poly gate (and buried contact poly)

i: implant

fry metal

v: via hole above field oxide only
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SIGMOS DESIGN RULES

FEATURES MIN. 1DIMENSIONS

(um) CM

Wa 1.5 3

Wc 1.5 3

We 1.5 3

Wml 1.5 3

Wm2 5.0 10

Wv 2.25 4.5

Saa 5.0 10

Sam 1.5 3

Sec 1.5 3

Sea 1.5 3

%R 1.5 3

Sranl 1.5 3

Smm2 4.0 8

Sw 3.0 6

Eba 1.5 3

Edr 0.5 1

Ega 1.5 3

Eec 0.75 1.5

Ba 1.5 3

Br 1.5 3

Emc 0.75 1.5

Emv 1.5 3

X = 0.5 u

Table D-1 SiGMOS design rules
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A-5 A Transient Analysis Program • Program A—5.

Program A-5 performs a transient analysis on the circuit in figure 3.9. It was writ

ten in BASIC for the HP-9836 computer. The program is based on the equivalent circuit

in figure 3.10 and is implemented using equation 3.20 to equation 3.22. The program pro

duces three types of output:

1 Vn(t) - output voltages of the N differential pairs versus time,

2 tc(nji) - comparison time versus the number of stage n and the number of bit B for

a given gmRt and

3 tc(n,gmR) • Comparison time versus the number of stage n and the gain per stage

gmR for a given B.

The program prompts for input variables and is soft-key driven.



fPROGRAH "COMPARATOR ANALYSIS" 4/ft/OS BY f». '.U'l

GRAPHICS OFF
PRINTER IS 1
MASS STORAGE IS ":INTERNA..4.I"
COM Vic.Gmr.Vfinal.Ns tart.Ns top.Bits tart.Bits top.Tstart.Tstop
COH Vlsc'.Sitm.R.Gm.R.T.N.T..t€«p.C.Gstart.Gs1op
ALLOCATE FiIename$I?0I

DIM Hin<0:.?Q.t:16>.Uoi4t(0:?0.n:mfl>.Ic(0:100>,Tmin3<0:20.0:tO>
DIH Tnin2<0:20.1:16>.Vout1 (0:20.0:100 >.Tmm4<0:20.0:Hi>
PRINT "COMPARATOR ANALYSIS - i by David Soo"
ASSIGN * Input TO "C0HP3_IN"
ENTER *Input:Nstart,Nstop.B»tstart.Bltstop.lstart.Tstop.Vic.VImal.Gmr.Gst

Get op

20
"Ml

40
ri«.'

»:.o
70
oo
oo
i'in

110
l."0
130
I flil
di t.

r 'i
1M)
I'M
i pit
I Ml

/.'no
.'•10

...'ii
:: »o
;-4ii
2S0
2M!
170
.'!!0
290
:;'i0
310

•!.*«

•.III

JMi
ii.il

;:/n
,::'i|

tjm
/4l»|

4 HI
4.%n
4 JO
410

4S0

tart
Ml i|

4/0
/i-ll

491)
MIO
MO
vn

MO
' ./Ml

SSI i
•_-t.il
r..'ll
*..'ll

ASSIGN Slnput TO

TO 10FOR 1-0
PRINT

NEXT I
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT M
PRINT "
INPUT

NSTART
NSTOP
BITSTART
BITSTOP
1>TART
TSTOP
VIC
VFINAL
GMR

GSTART
GSTOP
INPUT NSTART".Nstart

":Nstart
":Nsrop
":Bltstart
":Bttstop
"{Tstart
":Tstop
":Vic
":Vf mal
":Gmr
";Gstart
:Gslop

INPUT "INPUT NSTOP".Nstop
INPUT "INPUT BITSTART".Bitstart
INPUT "INPUT BITSTOP".Bitstop
INPUT "INPUT TSTART",Tstart
INPUT "INPUT TSTOP".fstop
INPUT "INPUT VIC ".Vic
INPUT "INPUT VFlNAL".Vfirial
INPUT "INPUT GMR".Gnr
INPUT "INPUT C.START".Gstart
INPUT "INPUT GSTOP",Gstop
PURGE 'T.ONP3 IN"
CREATE BDAT "C0MP3 IN".11.8
ASSIGN «• Input TO "C0MP3 IN"
OUTPUT *Input:Nstart.Nstop.BUstart.Rltstop.Tstart.Tstop.Vic.Vfinal.Gmr.Gs

.Gstop
ASSIGN

UN KEY
ON KFY
ON KEY
ON KEY
ON KEY
UN KEY

Mail: !
GOTO Wait

•Input TO •
ON KEY 1 LABEL "PLOT T<N.B>" GOSIJR E
ON KEY 0 IfWEL "PLOT Vo<T.N>" GOMJB A

"PLOT T<N.(,mRo>" GUSUB (
"INPUT TABLE" RECOVER D
"PLOT " GOSlJB C

innri. "cai voU,n»" nnsuu b
LABEL "CAI HM.B)" RfJSUH F

"CAI TULGnRoi" 'illSlin H

LABF.I
LABEL
LABEL

t ABFI

SUBRO'.'liritS-

SSi' •

i,mi n: • TO PLOT V0( T.N)
1.10 PRINT "CURRENT FILENAME 1S":Fi lenam*?
..."Ml INPUT "IUPIJ1 DATA FILEHAMFr'.Fi len*mel
610 ASSIGN * Input TO Filename.
MO ENTER *Input :Hstop2, r_.tart,Tctop
HSO HUER 6Input:V.iutl<->
t.i.i.l H'J^IGN »l!iput TO •
G/0 Xlabt'"TIME <sec>"
r>nn Ylab*-"VoH (V)"
G90 Xnin-Tstart
'/HO Xmax'-Tstop
iMO Ymin--6
7.'U Ymax-G
7<0 Xstep-10
/'HI X label-5
7S0 Y?tep-10
/'•.0 Y label-5
770 GOSUB Linlln
/••'O CLIP ON
790 PEN S
#1.10 Tstep-<Tstop-Tstart>/100
810 IF Nstart<1 THEN
fl'D Us tart 2- I
030 ELSE
.:a»J Nstart2-Nstart
OSO END IF
t:Mj FOR N-Nstart2 TO Nstop2 STEP 1
8/0 MOVE O.-b
WU rriR T'O TO 99 STCP I
840 DRAM T-lstep.VoutHN.T)
MOO NEXT I
910 NEXT N
ri.'0 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO RE-SCALE". JunkS
930 IF Junk$-"Y" THFN
M/iO PRINT ••YMAX^Winax
9«>0 INPUT "INPUT YMAX".Yna«
m.O PRINT "YMIN-".Yram
970 INPUT "INPUT YMIN".Ynin
ilftl) PRINT "XMAX-".Xraa»
990 INPUT "INPUT XMAX".Xinax
lilOO PRINT "XSTFP-".X«-.tep
1010 INPUT "INPUT XSTEP <10.15.20 ETCV.Xatep
1H.:0 PRINT "YSIF.P-".Ystep
1030 INPU1 "INPUT YS1EP (10,15.20 ETO".Ystep
1040 PRINT "XLABEL-".Xlabel
10S0 INPUT "INPUT XLABEL (5.6.7 F.TO".XIabeI
10G0 PRINT "Yt.ABEL-".Ylabel
1070 INPUT "INPUT YLABEL (5,6,7 ETO".Ylabel
I'iflO GOTO 770
1090 END IF
MOO Plot$-"N"
1110 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO PLOT?".Plot*
1120 IK Plot*-"Y" TMLN GOTO 770
1• 1(1 PlotV'N"
liafl RETURN „,,„.
I'Ml r:« TO ENABLE PLOTTER-
i*ih.ii >iot*-"ir
I'70 II1PII1 " DH YOU WANT TO PLOT? ".Plot*
lino RHURN
Itqn H» TO CALCULATE VoiT.ll>--

O



1200
I.'10
1220
1230
1240
I.'SO
ll'F.0
12/0
1200
1290
I 100
1.110
I <20

1 530
I '40
H«»0
1 *0
1X70
1 'HO
1390

IAHO
1410
I 120
1430
1440

14S0
I4fi0
1470
1480
1490
1'UO

1S10
T.20
IS 30
l'-40
1SS0
I'GO
1S/0
roo
1VJ0
I'.iill

U.-.10
I '20
ir><o
ii-40
1G50
I i.l.O
1r»/ 0
1680
M.90
1700
!. 10
1720
1.' 10
1740
1 SO
1 /GO
«: /o

!?:>n
I/'.Ml

Gn-8.0E-5
R-Gr»r/8.0E-5
C-Gm/(2».3.141G»3.65E*9>
IF Nstart<1 THIN

Nstart2-1
ELSE

Nstart2-Nstart
END IF
Tstcp-<Tstop-Tstart>/100
FOR B-Bitstart TO Bitstop STEP 1

VIsb-2/(2 B)
FOR T-1 TO 100 STEP 1

Vout(0.T>-Vl?.b
NEXT T
FOR N-Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP 1

Vout(N.0>-Vic
Troin(N.B)-!

NEXT N
Tnm(0.B)-l

t

! CALCULATE:
•

Nstop2«Nstop
Flay-1
FOR N-Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP 1

FOR T-1 TO 99 STEP 1
R2-R"EXP(-1/2-(Vout«N.T-1>/3.5) 2) . M „. „
Vout(N.T)-(Vout(N,T-1>*<G»/C»Vout(N-1,T)»Tstep))/(1*(Tstep/(R2«C)>>
IF VouKN.TXVic THEN Vout(N.T>'Vic
PRINT "B-":B."N-":N."T-":T,"VOUT-":Vout(N.T>
ir Vout<N.T)>Vfinal THEN
Vout(N.T>-Vfinal
Tmin(N.B)-T»Tstep
IF Tnnn(N.B)>Tnln(N-1.B) AND Flag-1 THEN
riaq-0
Nstop2-N*2

END IT
FOR T2-T*1 TO 99 STEP 1

Vout«N.T2)-Vfinal
NEXT T2
IF M'Nstop2 THEN GOTO 1650
GOTO 1640

END IF
NEXT T

NEXT N
NEXT B

! STORE DATA ONTO DISC:
i

CAT
JunkS-"Y"
PRINT "CURRENT FILENAME IS":FIl*name*
INPUT "INPUT DATAriLF NAMF".Filenamot
IF Filename*-"" THFU GOTO 1800
INPUT "DO YOU WANT in PUKKF OLD FILE? <Y>".JiinM.
IF Junk«-"Y" Tll[M

PURGE Filename*
END IF
CREATE BDAT FiIename*.2200.8
ASSIGN ft Input HI Filename

1 :i)0
1810
lf!20
1830

Kt40
usso

!:«6U
18/0
1:180
1890
I'100
I<«I0
1920
I >30
1940
1 ISO
19F.0
!'l/0
1980
!'»90
2000

2010
2020
2!) 10
,'040
«'!IS0
20*0
20/0
2080
..'090
2100'
;:MO
2120
2130
140

..'ISO
2160
21/0
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
22S0
2260

22/0
2280
2290
2300
2 MO
2CS20
23311
.• :40
2 ISO
j :•..<•
23/0
.".:»0
2390

I ?

OUTPUT *Input:N?top2. Tstart. Htop
OUTPUT *Input:Vout<»)
ASSIGN •»Input TO -
RETURN

F: ! TO CAICULATE T<N.B>
Gm-8.0E 5
R"<*nr/fl.0E-5
C-Gn/(2-3.1416*3.65E»9)
IF HstartO THEN

Nstart2-1
ELSE

Nstart2-»Nstart
END IF
T-.tep'(T«srnp-TMart>/100
FOR B-Bitskart TO Bitstop STEP 1

vlsb«2/«2 B>
FOR T-1 TO 100 STEP 1

Vout(0.T)-VI«;b
NEXT T
FOR M-Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP I

Vout(N.0>-Vlc
1nin(N.B>-1

NEXT N
lmin<0.B>-1

CALCULATE:

Nstop2-N&top
Flaq-1
FOR N«Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP 1

FOR T-1 TO 99 STEP 1
R2-R-F.XP(-1/2«(Vout(N,T-1)/3.5) 2)
Vout(N.T)-(Vout(N,T-1>»(Gm/C*Vout(N-1,T)«Tstep>>/(U(Tstep/(R2«C))>
IF VouUN.TKVtc THEN Vout(N.I>-Vlc
PRINT "B'":B."N-":N,"T-":T,"VOUT-":Vout(N.T)
IF VouKN.mVfinal THEN

Vout(N.T>-Vfinal
Tnm<N.B)-T-Tstep
IF Tnin(N.B)>Tmin(N-1.B> AND Flag-1 THEN

Flaq-0
Nstop2-N+2

END IF
FOR T2-H1 TO 99

»/out<N,T2)"Vfinal
NEXT T2
IF N-Nstop2 THEN GOTO 2300
GOTO 2290

END IF
NEXT T

NEXT f|
NEXT B
i

! STORE DATA ONTO DISC:
»

l.AT

JunH-"Y"
PRINT "CURRENT FILENAME IS":rJlename*
INPUT "INPUI DATAF1LE NAMF.".Fi len.im«?
ir Filename**"" 1MFM GO 10 2480
INPUT "DM YOU WANT 10 PURGE OLD FILE? <Y>".JunH

o

ro



2400 IF Junk$-"Y" THEN
2410 PURGE Filename*
2420 END IF
2430 CREATE BOAT Filename*.(21-'G)+6.8
2440 ASSIGN •• Input TO Filename*
,'.'450 OUTPUT *Input:Bitstart.Bitstop,Nstart.Nstop.Tstart.Tstop
2460 OUTPUT fclnput :Tmin(»>
2470 ASSIGN *lnput TO •
2480 RETURN
2190 E: • - TO PLOT KN.B) -
2SU0 CAT
.SI0 PRINT "CURRENT FILE IS "{Filename*
2S20 INPUT "INPUT DATA FILE NAMEr'.Filenane*
2530 ASSIGN «• Input TO Filename*
2540 ENTER »Input:Bitstart,Bitstop.Nstart.Nstop.Tstart .Tstop
2SS0 ENUR *Input:T.»in2(->
25&0 ASSIGN Alnput TO -
2S70 Xlab*-"Number of Stage N"
2S80 Ylab*-"lime to V-final (sec)"
2SI0 Yrain-Tstart
2W)0 Ynax-Tstop
2SI0 Xmm-0
2620 Xmar-Nstop
.'30 Xstep-I0
2640 Ystep-10
2KS0 Ylabel-5
2660 Xlabel-5
2570 GOSLIB Llnlln
2680 CLIP I.Xmax.Ymln.Ynai
2S90 PEN 5
2/00 L0RG 5
.S*I0 FOR B-Bltstart TO Bitstop STEP 1
2/20 Flag-1
2'30 FOR N-Nstart TO Nstop-1 STEP I
2740 IF Tmm2(N.B)>Tstop THEN
"SO GOTO 2830
2/Ml ELSE
2./0 IF Tmin2(N-1,R>>Tstop THEN
2/80 MOVE N.lmin2(N,B>
2/90 EL-.E
28011 DRAM N.Tmln2<N,B)
2010 END IF
2820 END IF
.'"530 IF Tmin2(N.BX-Tmln2(N-1.B) AND Tmm2(N.Bx-Traln2(N*1,8> AND Tmin2(N.B
)<1stop THEN
."411 CSIZE 3..6 ,
2J<S0 LABEL B
."MO CSI7E 2..6
26/0 MOVE N.Tmin2(N.B>
;mso FL5L
2890 IF lmin2(N.BKTstop THEN
2900 LABEL "-" •
.."MO MOVE N.Tnin.'fN.R)
2920 END ir
. '30 END IF
2940 NEXT N

2'ISO MOVE 0.0
291,0 NEXT B

."I/O INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO RE-SCALE" .lunk*
.'")8U IF Junk*-"Y" THEN
.•".190 PRINT "YMnX"".Yma«

3000
iiMU
3020
1030

3O40
.^ISO
3060
::».i/o
3080
J090
:moo
31 in
3120
:<:3o
3140

3150
3160
J'70
3180
3190
.1200
3210
3220

X'M
3240
J250
3260
J270

3280
3230
3300
3 M0
3320
3330
3340
3*0
3360
3 370
3380
3390
3400

3410
3420
..'4 30

3440
J'SO
341,0
:'i70
3480
3 490

3'iim
:S|ii

3520
.:S30
3S40
)

355U
3SI;.I)
JS/U
3580

INPH1 "INPU1 YMAX".Yma«
F'RfNT "YMIN-',.Ymiii
INPUT "INPUT YMlN".Ymin
PRINT "XMAX-".Xmax
INPUT "INPUT XMAX".Xmax
PRINT "XMIN-".Xmin
INPUT "INPUT XMIN".Xmin
PRINT "XSTF.P>".Xstep
INPUT "INPUT XSTEP (10.15.20 ETC'.Xstep
PRINT "YSTEP-".Ystep
INPUT "INPUT YSTEP (10.15,20 ETO".Ystep
PRINT "XI ABEL-".Xlabel
INPUT "INPUT XLABEL (5.6.7 ETO".Xlabel
PRINT "YLABEL-".Ylabel
INPUT "INPUT YLABEL (5.6.7 ETC)".Ylabel
GOTO 2670

END IF
Plot*-"N"
INPUT "DO YOU UISH TO PLOT?",Plot*
IF Plot*-"Y" THEN GOTO 2670
RETURN

H: ! TO CALCULATE T(N.GmRo>
Gm-R.0E-5
C-C.n/(2-3.1416-3.65E*9>
IF Nstart<1 THEN
Nstart2-1

ELSE
Nstart2-Nstart

END IF
Tstep-(Tstop-Tstart>/100
FOR G-1 TO 10 STEP 1

Gstep-(Gstop-Gstart >/10
- Gatn-GstartMG-1 >"Gstep

R-Gain/8.0F.-5
FOR B-Bitstart TO Bitstop STEP 1

Vlsb-2/(2 B)
FOR T-1 TO 100 STEP 1

. Vout(0,T)-Vlsb
NEXT T
FOR N-Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP 1

Vout(N.0>-Vic
Tnln3<N.G>-1

NEXI N
Tram.3(0.G)-1

i

! CALCULATE:
i

Nstop2-Nstop
Flaa-1
rORN-Nstart2 TO Nstop STEP 1

Sum-0
Voul(N.I)-Vout(N.0>
FOR T-1 TO 99 STEP 1

f.'2-R-rXP(-1/2-(Vout(N.T-1)/3.5) 2> itt noi.rwVout(N.T)-(Vout<N.r-1)*(Gm/C»Vout(N-1.T)-Tstep))/(1+(Tstep/(R2-C))

IF VrmMN.TXVlc THEN Vout (N. T>-Vic
PRINT "GAIN'":Gain."N-":N."l-"jT."V0UT.
II v/nut<N.T)>Vf mal 1HF.N

Vout«N.T)-Vfinal

:Vout(N.T)

O



H590 Tmln3(N,G)-T«Tstep
ib00 IF T»in3(N.G)>Tmin3(N-1.G> AND Ilag-1 THEM
'IF. 10 Flag-0
3620 Nstop2-N*2
2.1.30 END IF
3640 FOR T2-T*1 TO 99
%50 Vout(N.T2)-Vf inal
3660 NEXT 12
^70 IF N-Nstop2 THEN GOTO 3720
3680 GOTO 3710
ir.'JO END IF
3/00 NEXT T
V10 NEXT N
3720 NEXT B
3/30 NEXT G
3/40 !
VSU ! STORE DATA ONTO DISC:
3760 !
V/U CAT
3/80 Junk*-"Y" . _ .
V90 PRINT "CURRENT FILENAME JS":Filename*
3800 INPUT "INPUT DATAFILE NAME.".Filename*
3810 IF Filename*-"" THEN GOTO 3910
3820 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO PURGE OLD FILE? (Y)".Junk*
1830 IF Junk*-"Y" THEN
3840 PURGE Filename*
3:.!50 END IF ......
3860 CREATE BOAT Filename*.(21-11>*6.8
3870 ASSIGN ©Input TO Filename*
1880 OUTPUT einput:Nstart.Nstop.Tstart,Tstop.Gstart.Gstop
3890 OUTPUT ©Input:Tmin3(">
3't00 ASSIGN ©Input TO •
3910 RETURN
ji20 G: ! TO PLOT T(N.GMRO)
39 JO CAT
:'I40 PRINT "CURRENT FILE IS ":Filename*
3950 INPUT "INPUT DATA FILE NAME?",Filename*
nbO ASSIGN ©Input TO Filename*
Jri70 ENTER ©InputsNstart.Nstop.Tstart.Tstop.Gstart.Gstop
:'i«0 ENTER *Input:Tmln4(«>
V.'HI ASSIGN * Input TO •
4HU0 Xlab*-"Number of Stage N"
4010 Ylab*-"Time to V-flnal (sec)"
41120 Ymm-Tstart
4030 Ymax-Tstop
4H40 Xmin-Nstart ,
4050 Xmax'Nstop
4U60 Xstep-10
40/0 Ystpp-10
4H80 X label-5
4090 Ylabel-5
4!00 GOSUB Linlin
4110 CLIP I.Xmax.Ymm.Ymair
4'20 PIN 5
4130 L0RG 5
4140 FOR G-l TO 10 STEP I
4150 (istep-(Gstop-Gstart)/10
4160 (iain'Gc.tartn<G-1)-Gstep>
4170 TOR B-Ritstart TO Bitstop STEP 1
4!M0 Flag-I

4'90 TOR N-Nstart TO Nstop-I STEP 1
4200 IF Tmin4(N.G)>Tstop THEN
'•.'111 GOTO 4290
4220 ELSE
4230 IF Tn»m4(N-I.G>>Tstop THEN
4240 MOVE N.Tmin4(N.G>
4250 ELSE
42R0 DRAM N.Tmin4(N.G)
T70 END IF
4280 END IF
4.'90 IF Tmin4(N.GX-Tmin4(N-t.G) AND Tmm4(N.GX-Tmln4(N*1 ,G> AND Tmln4(N
.GXTstop THEN
4 300
4310
4 32U
43 30
4340
4350
4360
43/0
4 380
/1330
4400
4410

4420
4430
4440
4450
4460
4470
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570
4S80
4590
41.00
4G10

41.20
46 30
4F.40
4650
4F.60
46/U
4680
4G90
/1/00
4/10 !
/1.'20 Linlin: !
4/30 G1IIIT
/4.'40 IF Plot*-"Y" THEN
4/50 PLOTTER IS 708."HPGL"
4/i>0 ELSE
47/0 GRAPHICS ON

4.'80 FND IF

PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
GOTO 4100

END IF
Plot*-"N"
INPUT "DO
IF Plot*-
RETURN
• — -- SUBROUTINES
!THIS PROGRAM MAKES A LIN-LIN GRAPH PAPER
!1HE SCAIE .I.ABLLS CAN BE INPUTED THROUGH THE KEYBOARD

CSIZE 3..6
LABEL Gain
CSIZE 2..6
MOVE N.Tmln4(N.G)

ELSE
IF Tmln4(N,G)<Tstop THEN
LABEL "•"
MOVE N.Tn>ln4(N,G)

END IF
END IF

NEXT N
MOVE 0.0

NEXT B
NEXT G
INPUT "Dn YOU WISH TO RE-SCALE".Junk*
IF Junk*-"Y" THEN
PRINT "YMAX-".Ymax
INPUT "INPUT YMAX".Ymax

"YMIN-".Ymin
"INPUT YMItr.Ymln
"XMAX-".Xmax
"INPUT XMAX".Xmax
"XMIN-".Xrain
"INPUT XHIN".Xi»in
"XSTEP-".Xstep
"INPUT XSTEP (10,15.20 ETC)".Xstep
"YSTF.P-".Ystep
"INPUT YSTEP (10,15,20 ETC)".Ystep
"XLABEL-",Xlabel
"INPUT XLABEL (4.5,6 ETC)",Xlabel
"YLABEL-",Ylabel
"INPUT YLABEL (4,5,6 ETO",Ylabel

YOU WISH TO PLOT?".Plot*
Y" THEN GOTO 4100

ts)

O
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4/90 DIM Xlab$(40I.YlabS(40J
4800 DEG
4810 MOVE 70.2
4B20 LORG 5
4830 CSIZE 3.5..6
4840 LDIR 0
4R50 PEN 5
4000 LABEL Xlab*
4870 MOVE 5,50
4880 LDIR 90
4890 LABEL Yiab*
4900 VIEWPORT 20.115,10.85
"'•10 WINDOW Xmln.Xmax.Ymin.Ymax
4920 PEN 1
4130 IF Plot$-"Y" THEN
4940 LINE TYPE 1
4950 ELSE
4'jFiO LINE TYPE 3
4170 END IF

4380 GRID (Xnax-Xraln)/Xstep.(Ymax-Ymin)/Ystep.Xraln,Ymln.l.l
49'30 LINE TYPE 1

5000 AXES (Xraax-Xmin)/Xstep/2.(Y«ax-Ymln)/Ystep/2.Xmin.Ymin,2,2
.ill 10 PEN 5
5020 LINE TYPE 1
5030 FRAME '
5040 PFN 1 ^
5050 CLIP OFF °
5060 GOSUB Lxaxes *?
5070 GOSUB Lyaxes
5080 PFNUP
5090 MOVE Xmln.Ymin
5100 RETURN
5110 Lxax«s: !
5'20 FOR Xp-Xmin TO Xmax STEP (Xmax-Xmin)/Xlabel
5130 MOVE Xp.Ymln-(Ynax-Ymin)/50
5140 CSIZE 2..6
5150 LORG 6
'••bO LDIR 0
5170 LABEL USING "D.DESZZ":Xp
5180 NEXT Xp
5190 RFTURN '
5200 Lyaxes: ! • -. •
VIp FOR Yp-Ymm TO Ymax STEP (Vmax-Ymln)/Ylabel
5220 MOVE Xmin-(Xmax-Xmln)/80.Yp
5230 CSIZE 2..6
5240 LORG 8
'•250 LDIR 0 '
S260 LABEL USING "SD.DESZZ":Yp
52/0 NEXT Yp
'.280 RETURN
5290 END
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Figure Captions

Fig. 2.1 Depletion-mode inverter.

Fig. 2.2 Typical layout of a depletion-mode inverter.

Fig. 2.3 Simulated DC transfer curve and gain of inverter.

Fig. 2.4 Small signal equivalent circuit of inverter.

Fig. 2.5 Simulated frequency response of inverter.

Fig. 2.6 Simulated input capacitance of inverter.

Fig. 2.7 Source follower.

Fig. 2.8 Simulated DC transfer curve and gain of source follower.

Fig. 2.9 Small signal equivalent circuit of source follower.

Fig. 2.10 Y-Parameter two-port representation of source follower.

Fig. 2.11 Circuit used in source follower simulations.

Fig. 2.12 Simulated frequency response of source follower.

Fig. 2.13 Simulated input capacitance of source follower.

Fig. 2.14 Circuit used in /? definition.

Fig. 2.15 Equivalentcircuit used in /r calculation.

Fig. 2.16 Transistor/r versus bias voltage.

Fig. 2.17 Simulated frequency response of inverters with different width W.

Fig. 2.18 Gain-bandwidth product of inverter versus width.

Fig. 2.19 Common-drain-common-source pair.

Fig. 2.20 Simulated frequency response of CD-CS stage.

Fig. 2.21 Simulated ring oscillator delay.
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Fig. 2.22 Resistive local-series-local-shunt feedback amplifier configuration.

Fig. 2.23 Active shunt feedback amplifier configuration.

Fig. 2.24 Important parasitic capacitances of ASF-amp.

Fig, 2.25 Equivalent circuit of ASF-amp.

Fig. 2.26 Simplified equivalent circuit of ASF-amp.

Fig. 2.27 Root locus of active shunt feedback amplifier.

Fig. 2.28a Active shunt feedback amplifier (ASF-amp).

Fig. 2.28b Buffered active shunt feedback amplifier (BASF-amp).

Fig. 2.29 Simulated frequency response of ASF-amp.

Fig. 2.30 Simulated frequency response of BASF-amp.

Fig. 2.31a Simulated DC transfer curve and gain of ASF-amp.

Fig. 2.31b Simulated DC transfer curve and gain of BASF-amp.

Fig. 2.32 Circuit used in noise analysis of BASF-amp.

Fig. 2.33 Simulated noise figure of BASF-amp.

Fig. 2.34 Three-stage active shunt feedback configuration.

Fig. 2.35 Three-stage active shunt feedback amplifier (ASF3-amp).

Fig. 2.36 Simulated frequency response of ASF3-amp.

Fig. 2.37 Simulated frequency response ofASF3-amp when gmR0 is varied by ±10%.

Fig. 2.38 Simulated frequency response ofASF3-amp when Cc is varied by ±25%.

Fig. 2.39 Calculated amplifier gain versus gmRo*

Fig. 2.40 Calculated amplifier gain sensitivity to gmR0.

Fig. 3.1 An ideal input sampler with clock, input and output waveforms.

Fig. 3.2 A MOS sample-and-hold which consists of two MOS track-and-hold.



Fig. 3.3

Fig. 3.4

Fig. 3.5

Fig. 3.6

Fig. 3.7

Fig. 3.8

Fig. 3.9a

Fig. 3.9b

Fig. 3.10

Fig. 3.11

Fig. 3.12

Fig. 3.13
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A differential MOS T/H.

Common-mode half-circuit of MOS T/H before and after dock transition.

Differential-mode half-circuit of MOS T/H before and after dock transition.

Simulated frequency response ofT/H for various values ofW\^,

Simulated common-mode output voltage of T/H

Simulated differential-mode output voltage of T/H.

Configuration of Comparator I • cascade of open-loop amplifiers.

Complete circuit schematics of a pair of open-loop amplifiers used in figure

3.9a with a common-mode feedback biasing scheme.

Small signal equivalent circuit of figure 3.9.

Simulated step response of the comparator in figure 3.9 using program A-5

with B=6, V„(0)=-5V and *m*=4.5.

Simulated step response of the comparator in figure 3.9 using program A-5

with B=10, V„(0)=-5V and *mK=4.5.

Simulated comparison time tc of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and B

using program A-5 with ^=4.5, V„(0)=-5V and Vyfeof=+5V.

Fig. 3.14 Simulated comparison time tc of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and

gmR using program AJS with B=6, V„(0)=-5V and VfiuH^+SV.

Fig. 3.15 Simulated comparison time te of the comparator in figure 3.9 versus n and

gmR using program A-S with B=10, V„(0)=-5V and Vfoui=+5V.

Fig. 3.16 Complete schematic of a 6-bit comparator based on a cascade of open-loop

amplifiers.

Fig. 3.17 Simulated DC transfer curveof the open-loop amplifier in figure 3.9b.

Fig. 3.18 Simulated step response of the comparator in figure 3.16 using SPICE.
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Fig. 3.19 Typical input and dock waveform of a decision circuit.

Fig. 3.20 SPICE simulation of the comparator in figure 3.16.

Fig. 3.20a Worst-case input and dock waveform used in the simulation.

Fig. 3.20b Simulated output waveforms of the comparator when the sampling rate is

300MS/S and the input phase error is -120 degrees.

Fig. 3.20c Simulated output waveforms of the comparator when the sampling rate is

600MS/s and the input phase error is 0 degree.

Fig. 3.21a Configuration of Comparator Ua • cascade of open-loop amplifiers with

shunt MOS reset-switches.

Fig. 3.21b Configuration of Comparator lib - cascade of open-loop amplifiers with

feedback MOS reset-switches.

Fig. 3.21c The single-ended comparator of a 25MS/s flash A/D [22].

Fig. 3.22 Small signal equivalent circuit of figure 3.21a and 3.21b when <J>i is low.

Fig. 3.23a Simulated step response of a cascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset (no

initial conditions) using SPICE with V^=31mV.

Fig. 3.23b Simulated step response of acascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset (no

initial conditions) using program A-5 with gmR=4.5 and B=6.

Fig. 3.24 Calculated step response of a cascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset

using equation 3.31 where ^=4.5, V^=31mV and rT=43.6ps.

Fig. 3.25a Calculated comparison time te ofComparator n versus n and Busing equa

tion 3.31 where^^=4.5 andTr=43.6pj.

Fig. 3.25b Simulated comparison time te of Comparator II versus n ans B using

program A-5 with gmR=4>5 and Tr=43.6/w.

Fig. 3.26 Calculated step response of a cascade of open-loop amplifiers with reset

using equation 3.33 where gmR is assumed ».
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Fig. 3.27a Calculated comparison time tc of Comparator n versus n and B using equa

tion 3.35 where Vjbut^SV.

Fig. 3.27b Simulated comparison time te of comparator U versus n and B using

program A-5 with gmR=100, V„(0)=0, and V^=5V.

Fig. 3.28 Simulated comparison time tc of comparator JJ versus n and gmR using

program A-5 with B=6 and Vfind=5V.

Fig. 3.29a Complete schematic of a 6-bit open-loop comparator with shunt MOS reset-

switches.

Fig. 3.29b Complete schematic of a 6-bit open-loop comparator with feedback MOS

reset-switches.

Fig. 3.30a Input and dock waveforms used in the SPICE transient simulation of the

comparator in figure 3.29a

Fig. 3.30b Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with all offset vol

tages equal to zero using SPICE.

Fig. 3.30c A detail plot of the voltages in the input S/H of figure 3.29a.

Fig. 3.31a Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with offset vol

tages of alternating sign (+15mV, -15mV, etc.) using SPICE.

Fig. 3.31b Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29b with offset vol

tages of alternating sign (+15mV, -15mV, etc.) using SPICE.

Fig. 3.31c Simulated output waveforms of the circuit in figure 3.29a with offset vol

tages of the same sign (+15mV) using SPICE.

Fig. 3.32 Configuration of Comparator m - Pipeline of differential amplifiers.

Fig. 3.33a Pipeline of simple differential pairs - OL-amp.

Fig. 3.33b Pipeline of differential Active Shunt Feedback Amplifier - ASF-amp.

Fig. 3.33c Pipeline of differential Buffered Active Shunt Feedback Amplifier - BASF-

amp.
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Fig. 3.34 Simulated step response of the simple differential pair in figure 3.33a.

Fig. 3.35 Simulated step response of the ASF-amp in figure 3.33b.

Fig. 3.36a Simulated step response of the BASF-amp in figure 3.33c with Cc=0.

Fig. 3.36b Simulated step response of the BASF-amp in figure 3.33c with Cc=10/F.

Fig. 3.37 A simple bipolar latched comparator.

Fig. 3.38 A simple MOS latched comparator with input S/H.

Fig. 3.39a Differential-mode half-circuit of figure 3.38 when $i is high.

Fig. 3.39b Differential-mode half-circuit of figure 3.38 when fc is high.

Fig. 3.40 Calculated acquisition time fa versus gmR and B of a simple latched com

parator using equation 3.47.

Fig. 3.41 SPICE simulation of the simple latched comparator in figure 3.38.

Fig. 3.41a Clock and input waveforms of the simulation.

Fig. 3.41b Simulated waveforms in the input S/H.

Fig. 3.41c Output waveform of the simple latched comparator.

Fig. 3.41d Detailed output waveform showing acquisition time of the comparator.

Fig. 3.42 Complete schematic of a comparator using open-loop preamplifiers with

reset-switch and regenerative output latch.

Fig. 3.43 Simulated acquisition time of the comparator in figure 3.42 using

program A-5 with g«/?=4.5, B=6, Vi(0)=V2(0)=0V and V*3(0)=-5V.

Fig. 3.44 SPICE simulation of thecomparator in figure 3.42.

Fig. 3.44a Clock and input waveforms of the simulation.

Fig. 3.44b Simulated waveforms in the input S/H.

Fig. 3.44c Output waveforms of the comparator.

Fig. 3.44d Detailed output waveform showing acquisition time of the comparator.
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Fig. 3.45 Simulated delay of a cascade of 5 open-loop amplifiers with reset driving a

simple latched comparator using program A-5 with ^^=4.5, B=6, V*i(0)

to V5(0)=0, and V6(0)=-5V.

Fig. 3.46 Complete schematic of a comparator using feedback preamplifier and regen

erative output latch.

Fig. 3.47 SPICE simulation of the comparator in figure 3.46.

Fig. 3.47a Dock and input waveforms of the simulation.

Fig. 3.47b Simulated waveforms in the input S/H.

Fig. 3.47c Output waveforms of the comparator.

Fig. 3.47d Detailed output waveform showing acquisition time of the comparator.

Fig. 4.1 50fl output buffer.

Fig. 4.2 Measured dc transfer curve and gain of the 50ft output buffer.

Fig. 4.3a Measured frequency response of the 50ft output buffer.

Fig. 4.3b Simulated frequency response of the 50ft output buffer.

Fig. 4.4 Wide-band feedback amplifier.

Fig. 4.5 Measurement setup for the feedback amplifier.

Fig. 4.6 Die-photo of the feedback amplifier and its output buffer.

Fig. 4.7a Measured frequency response of the feedback amplifier.

Fig. 4.7b Simulated frequency response of the feedback amplifier.

Fig. 4.8 Measured noise figure of the feedback amplifier.

Fig. 4.9 Latched comparator.

Fig. 4.10 Measurement setup for the latched comparator.

Fig. 4.11 Die-photo of the latched comparator.

Fig. 4.12 Measured waveforms of the latched comparator at 250MSfe and 750MSfc.



Fig. 4.13

Fig. 4.14

Fig. A-l

Fig. A-2

Fig. A-3

Fig. A-4

Fig. A-5

Fig. A-6

Fig. B-l

Fig. B-2

Fig. B-3

Fig. B-4
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Measured output eye-diagram at 750MS/S.

Measured input resolution of the latched comparator.

Measured transistor I-V characteristics.

Measured transistor transconductance and saturation current.

Measured transistor output resistance.

Measured transistor back-gate transconductance.

Measured normalized transistor capadtance.

Cross section of a MOS transistor showing parasitic and intrinsic capaci

tances.

Simulated E-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with ETA=0.18.

Simulated E-device I-V characteristic using MOS level-3 with

KAPPA=0.75.

Simulated D-device I-V characteristic, using MOS levd-3 with ETA=0.24.

Simulated D-device I-V characteristic using MOS levd-3 with KAPPA=0.8.
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